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CELEBRATION OF FREEDOM: Political leaders visited the campus to speak of
South Africa's first free elections. Mayor
l\elly and Jesse Jackson were among the
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jEXCLUSIVE INfERVIEW
WITH WESLEY SNIPES:
The HILLTOP asks the movie's
star about this Harlem based
film that deals with the sensitive and glomorous side to the
drug trade. TEMPO, Bl
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i\\EET THE CANDIDATES
Meet L,ndergraduate Trustee Candidates
Meet Graduate Trustee Candidates
.\lcet HUSA Candidates
More elections news

QUOTE OF THE WEEK
"I had to make my own living

and my own opportunity...don't
sit down and wait for
the opportunities to come; you
have to get up and make them."
- Madame C.J. Walker, 1914
ii-lE H

P

RATES

Bwcks 111
Scie11ce
roa BLA<X

RY MONTH

This week fhc 11 I LI TOP is proud to salute the
and women of African descent who have
signi!icant contributions to the Gelds of sciand technology.
Contraty to popular belief, our sisters and
ers have in,·ented more than peanut products
cotton gins. lterni; and ideas that are integral
f\ dav
. life can be at1ribu1ed lo our race.
ntmucd excellence and cntreprcnucrship in
ltchnologic;il fields is one of I he kc.vs to ecoc empowerment for ,\ frican Americans in the
I'\ to come. This I IILLTOP salute to scienci:
s~s will gi,•c insight into our creative past and
'dean incentivl' to invent and discover a
ter future.
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Serving the Howard University community since 1924

Miss Black USA
pageant winner a
Howard student
and Brazil. She will also travel
throughout the country on personal
speaking engagements, where she
Growing up poor and witnessing hopes to enlighten people about the
fir.,t-hand how drug., and violence Al DS crisis.
The nc.,l year will be heclic tor
can dc.,uoy families and communities, l.)cya Smith \\a, determined not Smith. but she expects 10 continue to
lo fall ,ictim 10 the self-destructive do well academically.
"I'm going lo have 10 buckle down
behavior found so oficn in inner-<:itics.
Through sheer determination and to a stringent schedule and apply
unyielding faith in God, Smith not myself diligently to maintain my "B"'
only ovcrc.1mc obstacles placccl in average," Smith said.
her palh. bul also Mlipa!,.">Cd C\Cryone·s
Although they did not bring home
expectations. While growing up in the crown, Verncsa Smilh placed ,ls
I lartford, Conn., no one would have the 2nd runner-up and TI1omas won
guc!..<;Cd that poor liule Deya Smith an academic achievement award for
would one day reign a.~ MLss Black her 4.0 grade point average. She will
also receive a fur coat from the
USA.
··No one CXp<,'Ctcd me l0 do well. I pageant.
Scholarship wa:, not the only tl>!X,'CI
did nol have a suppon system that ,aid
you·re going to make it until I met the of the pageant that auracted the conLord," the former Miss Connecticut tc.,tanls.
··Anything that cclchr:uc., femisaid.
ninity
and womanhood I want 10 bc a
Smith captured the title Sunday
pan
ol'
bcc.msc I like being a ""m,111.
evening al the J. W. Marriott ahcr t\\U
I
was
alw
impre..,.<,ed with the caliber
days of preliminary rounds that whit·
of
women
the pageant auracted."
tied the competition down to 12 finallnoma\ said.
ists.
Vcrncss.1 Smith also believes her
·11,0 male escorts carried Ebony
\½rrcn. the 1993 Mis.-, Black USA. to participalion in the competition
the stage as "I'm faery \\bman·· by allowed her to bond with c.xccptional
Whitney llouston blared from the women.
"I entered for scholar,,hip money
'°und ~ystem. She gyrated lo the bc:ll
as~contestants, dressed in sparkling and alw to meet "omen with comafter-five c,ening wear. lined the mon interc~ts. who were interested in
Mage
As the) worried about
whether or not they would
bi: .unong the I: fin:ilisL,,
the COnlCWllllS fiawlcssl)
performed the choreographed opening number.
Before everyone burst
from anticipation, the mistress of ceremonies
.,nnounced the finalists.
Howard University was
well represented among
the finalists. Miss Connecticut. Smith; Miss
Georgia,
Depelsha
Thomas: and Miss Thxas,
Vcrnesa Smith Mood on
stage and anempled 10
quell the buuerflics fiiuering in their stomach~.
According l0 the director of marketing and promotion,, Karen Airrington, the 5-ycar-old Mis.,
Black USA Pageant is not
1994 Miss Black USA Deya S mith
a beauty pageant. but rather
a ..cholar;hip pageant in which young promoting black womcn·s ~cs." she
women have an opponunity to display said.
There was never any doubt in the
their intellect. Many contestanL5 were
plca<.cd that pageant officials replaa.-d mind of Jeff Donaldson, dean of the
the typical swimsuit segment with a College of Fine Arts. that Deya Smith
would represent Howard well.
creative expression showcase.
··1 fully anticipated her doing well
··1 w·.is auracted to this pageant
because it advocated scholarship;· because she has been an outstanding
exponent to the College of Fine Arts.
Smith ,aid.
,\s the winner, Smith will receive She ha.s come a long wav in four
a $5.000 scholarship, a one carat dia- years." he said.
mond ring and trips to South Africa

By lra cl N. James
Hilttop Staff Writer

Reginald X steps to the mike at the second speakout.

Candidates say unity
and voice are priorities
By Derrlcke M. Dennis
Hilltop Slaff Writer
From the international student
surcharge to 1hc shullle bus system lo improvements in financial
aid operations - student government election candidates agree
that voicing student concerns can
only impro,e Howard University.
And Wednesday night. before
a crowd of more than 300. political hopefuls complemented and
overlapped one another;,' platforms al the second general elections speak out.
Undergraduate Trw,tec can
didntc Omar Karim, said 1he
voicing of student i"ues is
imperative to the success of his
"Five I Plan."
\\c " ,tuclents must have a
voice on the issues and policies
that arc being discussed b) the
administration," he said. ··1 ta, ing
our voices heard on instituting
new financial and registration
processes. increasing .llumni
support. impelling eflorts to hel•
ter residence life. improving
Undergraduate Trustee .1cccssibilily and implementing a community outreach curriculum is
the onl) way we can insure that
our interests arc addressed. not
overlooked;' Karim said.
HUSA Candidates Chidiadi
Akoma and Shaconda Walker
agreed with 1he echoing chant.
··the student must be heard.'.
Thcy'called for a coalescence of
collegiate enhancement. s1udenl
empowerment as well as community and social development
as the tools to make Howard the
·•mecca" it is said to be.
"We arc supposed to be at the
Mecca and look what the mecca
is giving us:· Akoma said as he
addressed the shuttle hus issue.

··we have run-down shullle buses
and University adminis1rntors
giving us the garbage talk about
them. Whal we need to do is go
down 10 Residence life hundreds
deep and get what we deserve
and what our tuition is paying for
- decent shutt le buses:·
Opposing IIUSA candidate
Nncka McDougald, who is running with IIUSA presidential
candidate Reginald X, said the
shuule bus company\ service to
the University is inconsistent
wi1h other services it provides.
·•capital Entertainment Service~ is not some ,mall time,
black-owned tour company.''
McDougald said. "The buses
the) have in their lot for touring
O.C. look like heawn compared
lo the buses we lide beLvecn
campus and Meridian or Suuon
Plaza:·
Undergraduate Trustee candidate John Barnes and his
"Genesis initiative·· called for a
"rebirth'. of the way student, arc
serviced al Howard Uni"crsity.
One of the areas he highlighted
for improvement during the
speak out was the financial aid
office.
··The financial aid office needs
more computers and a bener
database in order lo efficiently
process students· p,,pcrwork,"
Barnes said. "This will insure a
nice, smooth transition for students to gel in, gel \alidated and
rnkc care of business.''
In addition to improving
financial aid and other student
services, Barnes' platform calls
for improvements in Uni,crsity
facilities. increasing alumni support and accessibility to the
Undergraduate Trustee as well
as removing the international
student surcharge.
Undergraduate Trustee can-

Please see SPEAKOUT, Page A 10

Suspended Nation of Islam leader to speak at Howard
By Mandlnema R. Kumbula
Hilltop Staff Writer
TI1e controversial Nation of Islam leader who
was temporarily relieved of his duties as national
aS!>tslant lo Minister Louis Farrakhan will bring
his fiery words l0 Howard University Wednesday.
Feb. 23. al 6:30 p.m. in the Armour J. Blackburn
University Center Ballroom.
After making allegedly unfavorable comments
about the role of Jewish people in the black community, Khall id Abdul Muhammad was verbally
denounced by the United Stales Senate and the
Congresi,ional Black Caucus.
Film Production major Karla Fedlam said the
whole issue was a question of infringing upon
one's Constitutional rights.
"By being punished for his views, the whole
maller of freedom of speech is once again viol al•
ed;· Sophomore Fedlam said.
Muhammad called Jews "bloodsuckers of the

black nation;· and he said they control the news
media, the government and some black activists.
According lo Malik Zulu Shabazz. the sponsor
of Muhammad's frec Black I listory Month lecture.
the purpose of Muhammad's speech is lCl continue his mission of telling the truth and inspiring the
ma.,;ses of black people.
Shabazz also said Muhammad intends lo
demonstrate that he has remained undaunted by
media coverage that has labeled him a hatemonger and an anti-Semitic.
Muhammad has spoken on I loward's campus
:;cvcral limes without auracling media criticism.
And Shabazz said this latest outrnge is a direct
auack on Farrakhan by his enemies, namely the
Jewish community.
Shabaa hopes lo show that Muhammad is loved
and supported hy the Howard community and the
citi1..ens of Washington, D.C. Since Muhammad
c.1lls himself a mouthpiece for the hurt and pain
of black people, he is not expected lo tone down

his speech.
TI1ird year law student Anthony Harmon
believes Muhammad should be able lo speak
wherever people wish to hear his message.
··Suprcssing him would lead to the supres.sion
of all African- American views of society;• I tar•
mon, a Los Angeles native. said.
Shabazz saiclJ1e is disappointed by the reaction of black mainstream leaders to Muhammad's
auemp1s to speak out on behalf of his people, but
said the recent media aHenlion has only helped the
activist spread his message.
"I respect and understand Minister Farrakhan's
approach. And 1l1e entire controversy is working
out in Dr. Khallid Muhammad·s favor. his unique
for the enemie~ of black people to expose
(Muhammad] lo the ma.,;,<.c~ because they will only
become more allracted 10 Dr. Muhammad,"
Shabazz said.

Meet the Candidates section inside!!!
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Oniar Karini exonerated of cainpaign violations
General assembly rules in favor of undergraduate trustee candidate for alleged Hilltopic violations

1

BY. Derrlcke M. Dennis
Hilltop Staff Writer
The Howard University
General Assembly overruled the
findings of its own Grievance
Committee last wock to clear
Undergraduate Trustee Candidate
Omar Karim of campaign
violations charges.
In a 17-to-7 vote, General
Assembly members decided to
relieve Karim from charges
stemming from the publication of
several campaign related
Hilltopics in the Feb. 4 issue of
The
HILLTOP.
The
advertisements were allegedly
• submitted for publication by
Karim before the official start of
campaign ing.
Karim called the charges
unfounded and commended the
General Assembly for overruling
the Grievance Committee's
findings.
"There was no evidence that I

nor any members of my campa ign
committee submitted those
Hilltopics for publication," Karim
said. "If they did, I would consider
that a violation myself."
' But while Elections
Chairperson Memone Paden
agreed that there was no definite
link between Karim r.nd the
Hilltopics, she said they were all
put in by organizations Karim is
affiliated with, and they all
mentioned "Movement," his
campaign slogan.
"We cou ldn't F0ve that he
actually put the Hilltopics in,"
Paden admitted. '·Bu t the
evidence shows that one of his
supporters did submit one or all of
those Hilltopics."
One of those Hilltopics read:
"The Drew Hall Dorm Council
Believes in the Movement.'' But
Sunkanmi Esho, who is president
of the Drew dorm council where
Karim works as a resident
assistant, said the dorm council

was not responsib le for the
Hilltopic.
'·Neither I nor any of the
members of the dorm council had
anything to do with that
Hilltopic," Esho said. "We were
all surprised to see it in the paper,
but we can't say Omar submitted
it."
Regardless of who submitted
the Hill topics, elections officials
said the following General
Assembly Elections Guidelines
hold
candidates
equally
responsible for the actions of their
supporters:
"Rule infractions
by a candidate and/or his/her
supporter(s) may result in that
person(s) being brought forth in a
hearing before the General
Assembly Elections Grievance
Committee ... (which) ... has the
authority to choose penalties."
But Karim said there was no
infraction. He points to bias
among student government
officials against him as the cause

for the charges.
However Grievance Committee
officials said they made their
decision based solely on the
infraction of this and other
guidelines violations, not bias.
"The issue here is that
campaigning occurred prior to the
official verification of candidates.
We couldn't prove anything else,
so we didn't address it," Grievance
Committee member Tyrone
Johnson said. "I resent the fact
that Mr. Karim thinks we were
biased in our decision. If that were
the case, we would have voted
against him right away instead of
deliberating for three days on the
matter," Johnson added.
John Barnes, also an
undergraduate trustee candidate,
brought forth the original
contestation against Karim for the
campaign violations. Barnes said
Karim got an unfair advantage
over him and the other trustee
candidate, Oronde Miller.

"It was really unfair. If he
doesn't abide by guidelines now
as a candidate, I wonder if he will
if he is elected as an
undergraduate trustee," Barnes
said. "And if the students do elect
him, it will definitely set a bad
standard for inadequate student
leadership on the Board of
Trustees.'·
General Assembly member
Timika Lane said Karim should
have been held responsible if the
rules had been applied instead of
overruled.
"Omar is liable for those
Hilltopics. The Elections
Committee
waited,
got
documentation and then referred
it to the Grievance Committee."
Lane said. "There was no bias."
Campus Pals President
Lawanda Blanchard agreed and
expressed disappointment in
members of the General
Assembly who voted to release
Karim of the charges without

penally.
"I thought this "-al g
be a year of change in the,
student government at~
University operate1," Bi
said. "But if we wcr, re
serious about making
changes, then we wou)j Ii
enforced these guideline,;~
Omar responsible."
However electionsofflcia!i
the decision mean~ more that
overruling the G11"21
Committee: it sets a pr«-tJ::i
·•This decision se~ 1
seriou~ precedent. It 5.1)
candidate is tight \\ith Tll!b
of the General Ai.,emblt
they can get away with ani
Paden said. "When the,
Assembly
overruled
Grievance Committee\ fi B
they took the deci\iOn• A
power out of the hand1 u
unbiased and indcpc •1
•1
committee:'
1
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Students tole rate shuttle bus inconvenience~~
BY. Aliv.a Davis
Hilltop Staff Writer
You have rushed through your
morning routine in order to catch
the shuttle bus. You make it to the
stop with time to spare.
Unfortunately, you are still
slapped in the face with exhaust
fumes because it is already full
and you will have to wait at least
30 minutes before the next bus
comes.
Many students living in offcampus housing have had to deal
with this scenario at least once
this semester because they are
depondent on the shuttle bus
service to transport them from
the campus to the dormitories.
"The bus always passes people
at Eton and it leaves Sutton early.

Everyone can't get on it and
people get left," said Oawanda
Bracey, a Sutton resident. "'I have
put in several complaints and
they are not doing anything."
Reverend James Coleman,
assistant for special programs,
is the liaison between the
students and the shuttle bus
company. He said he has only
received approximately 10
complaints this semester. Few
of those complaints were
concerning overcrowded
buses.
Coleman said his office,
located in the Tubman
Quadrangle, is always open for
students to come and discuss
problems they may have with
the shuttle service. There are also
complaint boxes in each of the
dorms.

"The way I know there is a dorm approximately four times I should go around 10 Sutton as
problem with ttt: system is with this semester. This has caused her soon as the bus gets there so I can
the complaint forms," Coleman to be late for her class and get a scat," Jones said.
-------------------------Coleman suggests that if
students realize the bus right
before their class is going to
be crowded, they should
prepare to catch an earlier
bus.
"The shuttle bus is a lot
like the Metro bus. It is not
always there when you want
it to be. You have to adjust
your schedule," Coleman
said.
He also said the tour buses
and the older buses may be a
reason that many students
are not able to fit during the
rush hours. The shuttle bus
said.
occasionally she has had to catch company is under contract with
Tiffany Jones, an Eton Towers the Metro bus.
the University to provide it with
resident, has been stranded at the
"I basically blame myself. I feel two-door shuttle-bus style buses.

The shuttle bus is a lot like the
Metro bus. It is not a lways
there when you want i t to be.
You have to adjust
your schedule.
-Reverend James Coleman

R•
Coleman believes that the,c D,
provide more seating and
•I
space.
He admits that it i, pr
time to hold another meeting
the company and the stu.Jtti
make sure the studen•1
satisfied.
~l
"Generally, we get , , 1
response [from the COmpar) I
hold them accountable I r
contract. Now it is impor. p
get students to do the r-11 Co
follow-up:· Coleman ,a J oa
But some students "'11 !i•
never get response 1: '"
complaints they do file.
pe
··You'd think that \\ith sc
money we pay that \\t eotl:I yo
buses that work. Sutton"< m
have always run like thi,. 'lie
·m the complamts,
•
in1
but
uti
happen~, .. Brace) said.

J.

Mon tel William s his shares v iews Confere nee to hel
w ith Howard Univ ersity students young black wome

•

'There arc many people
who arc angry with me
because I refuse to succumb
to stereotype;,. They wish I
would grab myself or rap
every once in a while to
:,ccm le" threatening.
People arc intimidnted by a
strong-w,lled. articulate
black man.·
-l! But Williams shocked
£l the audience by saying
.. that he docs not want to
} be known as a role
ili model, although he is a
"f; positive black man.
" I don·, like the word
~
f 'role mod~I' bccauM: it
Talk-show host Monte) Williams spoke candidly with students during his
shecmsl as if black kids
visit to Howard University last week.
are t eon Y ones who need
them. White kids have
media
·s
portrayal
of
black
men.
mentors or advisors. They
BY. Frederick J. Goodall
don't
seem
to need role models.
"You
always
hear
that
one
in
four
Holllop Staff Writer
" I hope young black men don't
black men are in prison or on drugs.
Monte! Williams always talks But what about the other three who look at me as a role model. I want
about overcoming challenges. On are doing. something positive. . ." them to look at me as a person. But
Feb. I0, his challenge ,v.is to appease Before Williams could finish his if I must be a role model, I want it 10
an audience or Howard studenL5 who statement,
his
emotions be because I graduated from college
were ready to crucify him. Williams overwhelmed him. At this point, the or because I take care of my children,
sensed that his task would not be audience retracted its claws and not because I have a talk-show."
easy, but he managed to soothe the encouraged Williams 10 say more.
Students found Williams' view~
blood-thirsty students with
Williams unveiled his plan 10 refreshing.
eloquence, charm and genuine distribute pins with' 3/4"' on them to
"I was impres:.ed by his opinions
emotion. In other words, he met the black men throughout the country. on the black community and he
challenge.
··1 want people to be curious about handled himself well," said Ravi
"I'm sure people would like to the pins. I want them to ask the Howard, a sophomore majoring in
know where I stand on a few issues," wearer what it means so he can say advertising. "I only wish more of his
said Williams to the delight or the ' I'm one of the three in four that you attitudes were reflected on his shO\v."
audience. He first addressed the never want to talk about.'
Although many students came to

the informal gathering to learn from
Williams. others came 10 dish the
dirt. The incident at the Friar's Club,
where Williams walked out after
actor Ted Danson appeared in
blackrace and made some
derogatory statements about blacks.
was first on the agenda.
"After the incident at the Friar's
club, people were asking why was I
upset because I have a white wife.
Well, regardless of who I'm married
to, I'm still a black man and that
offended me:·
Williams auributed Danson·s
display to the popularity of"gangsta
rap."
"If people hc,1r us di~rcspccting
each other and calling each other
nigger and bitch, they're going 10
think they can do the same thing."
But the clima~ of Williams' talk
came during the question and ans,ver
segment when one brave young lady
asked the question everyone wanted
to kno,v.
"What message do you think
you're sending to black men by
marrying a white woman?" asked
one young lady.
··t can·1 justify my love," answered
Williams seemingly relieved 10 get
that question behind him. "My wife
was the first person who came to me
for me. She stood by me when I was
just beginning. No one else \Y-.lllted
me before I had my show."

Omegas to sponsor annual blood drive
BY. Andrea Mullins

Hilltop Staff Writer
The Alpha Chapter of the Omega
Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc. will be
sponsoring its annual blood drive at
the Howard Plaza Towers West on
Monday. The Charles R. Drew
Memorial Blood Dr ive, Alfred
Motlow Bone-Marrow Thsting
Program will be the Omega's first
blood drive since
their
reinstatement on campus in I993.
" It's a program that we had done
at Howard University [in the past],"
said Chapte r President Tushon
Robinson. "And in the chapter's
silence from 1986 10 1993, there

has been little activity like this
going on. As a result we wanted to
implement this again on campus."
The program is named after Dr.
Charles Drew, who was a pioneer in
blood transfusion research, and
Alfred Motlow, a fraternity brother
who is in need of a bone marrow
transplant.
Social Action Committee Chair
Charles "Chaz•· Hicks said the
program is important b.!cause there
aren't enough African Americans
giv ing blood and bone marrow.
Transplants of blood and marrow
arc usually successful only when
donors are the same race as
recipients.

All week, the chapter has
dispensed information about the
blood drive and signed students up
for appointments in the Armour J.
Blackburn University Center.
Along with the blood drive and
bone marrow testing, the Red Cross
will be screening for AIDS. The
results or the AIDS tests will be
confidential, Hicks said.
Robinson said the chapter
decided to have the drive on
Presidents' Day in order to increase
the turnout rate. He said donors
often feel light-headed after giving
blood and need time to recuperate.
•·A blood drive is not something
you can do between classes," he

said.
For those who did not make an
appointment and would like to give
blood, the Red Cross will take
wa lk-ins if appointments do not
show. The program's goal is to have
100 donors.
The chapter will provide music
and refreshments at the program,
along with information on how to
donate blood.
"People need to come out to hear
how severe this problem (of
donating blood] is," he said.
The Blood Drive will be held in
the West Towers community room
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

explore their optio
BY. Monica M. Lewis

Hilltop Staff Writer

C

i
Being young, hl.,ck and k male is not ca,) But the Co 1-•.r•ai
am! &ienc~, Studrnt Counc1l, ,1long w1th Delta Sr •ma l1ic
lncorpor-Jted, Alpha Ch,tptcr. w,mt, to l1dp )0Ung black wot
Journey to adulthood. And next luc,da), the'"' o will host t
annual Woman to Woman Conference in the Armour J Bl
University Center.
_'"We want t~ show the young women the importanc-e of
the or heads up high and how to feel good about heinl! hlack
a \'.oman." said La\\anda Blanchard. vice president of the
Science, Student Council and a senior English maJ0L "\\
to strengthen their hearts. a, well u, their mind,··
More than 400 )0uni; women from area hi!Ul school, such as
Banneker. Dunbar. Wilson and Ellington llil!h Sch,~l1' will
Students from th~ Model Seoondar) school tor the Deaf w1U
on attendance Lh1s year, and according 10 Blancb.1rd, they
welcomed addition.
··we wanted to enlarge the scope of students at the conic
Blanchard said.
While last }car's conference featured nat1onall, kno"' n pc
such a, Essence Magazinc·s editor-in chief Su,an L. Taf
actress Shari Headley of ABC"\ "All My Children,"' this
Woman to Woman steering committee decided to ,teer U"-3}
big-name personalities.
:·our most important focus was to ha,e positi,e black \\omen
w11h de,elopmg )Oun~ minds," Blanchard said ..
Speaker Coordma.tor Bobbie :>:1ason. a thml )car
maJor, ,aid she was looking for vcr) independent people
"l wanted the conference to feature hlack womrn "'ho•
necessarily well-known in the mainstream, hut who h,,ve ~
and know the challenges that we have to face," Mason said.
Ma.son said this year\ conference theme. "Sister Let"s 1i.l:
Embracing the Challenge," defines\\ hat the committee had m
for those i!I attendance. "WC\,ant the )0ung ladies to look at
m a positive way, not as something that will hold them back."
Mason,explaning how the conference i, not just a ••for "'"mCII
affair, added that she wants black men to attend.
To date, 26 speakers have been confirmed for the e, cnt 1
novelist and journalist Belly Winston-Ba)c. ph)sician' alld
Rd>cm Foston, Chic-ago Judge Janice ~kGaughc,: M,m-on
the Democratic l'sational Committee, Alberta C(lkcr of the
ln_itia)iW and Sch~>I of Communications professor Dch)it
Distract of,Colu~bia Mayor Sharon Pratt Ke!IY will prc,idcoWI
conlcrence s opc:nmg ceremonies to take place m Cramton A
Volunteer C~ordinator_ Shel~a Oliver. :1 sophomore
patholoi;y and audiology maJ0r, said she believes the con
beneficial to the spiritual and mental growth of the black woma;
.. I think that the conference enables us, as young black\\
act as mentors to the next generation and as mediums in bridgill
gap between the old~r ~nd youn!ler generations." Oliver said.
.. The confer_cncc ~viii include di~cuss1ons and workshops i
How to Achieve \our Dreams~ and ··Self-Development." as
a luncheon and a tour of the campus
Senior Erica L1ttlejohn is optimistic about what the con
offer young participants.
"' I loJ>;fully, _they wil! get a glim_psc of what they want out
~nd they II realize the dr rferent opttons they can explore as WO
onto the '.!!st century;· Littlejohn, a Delta, said.
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•Dean of School of Engineering, 1936-64
•ocan Emeritus, 1964-67
THE HILLTOP CELEBRATES
•Chairman, Enginecrinit Commission, D.C. Commissioners Traffic
Advisory Board, 1958-T/
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Charles R Drew Dormitory
Charles R. Drew
Physician
•instructor in Pathology.>. Howard University, I 936
• Assistant in Surgery, [!136
•Professor of Surgery and Chief Surgeon, Freedman's Hospital
•organized a blood bank in London during WWII
Director of first Plasma Division.l !3lood 'lhinsfusion Association,
supplying plasma to the British, 19411-4 I
• First Director of American Red Cross Blood Bank, supplying blood
plasma to U.S. forces, 1941

School of Engineering

,d Ale~ander Dixon

Lewis King Downing
Engineer
• 1921 received a B.S. in civil engineering from Howard University

·.Howard University Dental School, 1931-19??
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imagine a college life without
ged ,nacks?
m.-cntor or the preservative to keep
~his an African-American chemist
Lloid Augustu, !fall ( 1894- I 971 ).
nc·or the many African-American
r, and scientists who have
nth· affected the lives of mankind.
l!rican-Am crican inventors and
SCl'\ C as unique role models to
.\lrican Americans with an interest
)l)U

:>,"C.

½ericans from every discipline
:. highlight, celebrate and even
·!le works of these pa.st and present

African-American achievers during Black
History Month.
One student affected by a Black History
Month speaker is Craig Rice, a mechanical
cn~inccring student at I toward.
' I was so amazed and intrigued when I
had an African-American Month speaker
come into my 6th grade cla,, and talk
about one of the first African-American
engineers," Rice said.
"That same cvenin~ I went home and
looked up the word ·engineer" in the
encyclopedia and saw that the field
emphasized math and science. At thar
young a~e, I decided to become an
engineer.'
Rice gives credit to Elijah McCoy (18431929) for paving the way for African
Americans interested in science
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icommemoration of Black History Month, the
ad Sutcs Peace Corps is sponsoring a celebration
lie mother continent Wednesday Feb. 23 at 6 p.m.
School of Business.
le theme i, "Li"ing and Working in Africa.'' The
tdofCommunicauon's Frederick Douglas Honor
. will pay tribule to African kings and queens
dramatic presentation. A special African dance
ietihibited. There will also be a panel discussion
l(h students about the opportunities and
<l£CS of visiting and pursuing a career in Africa.
lll3Jly times Howard students speak of how they
lOgoto Africa. As a Peace Corps employee and
student, I see this as a perfect opportunity
m my peers," said Chelsea Stalhng, Peace

everywhere.
Cleveland native James Ladd is a
mechanical engineering major wtio
admires Garrell A. Morgan. fle think.,
black inventors like Morgan should get
mote attention year-round.
"It i'> ohviou, if we don't recognize our
o,vn. who will? African-Amcrfcan
scientist, and inventors h11w been ignored
throughout history. W'e b.ive to givi! Lhelft
their due throughout 1hc year. Black
History Month should just t>e the
bcgiomng," Ladd said.
Garrell A. MoQ!an {18,15-1963) was an
African-American
inventor
who
terminated his forrnal tducation at 14,
solved problems11nd enabled others to gain
knowledge.
Morgan designed and built the traffic
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Corps public affairs assistant .
The panel will feature Dr. Joseph Kennedy, a
representative from Africarc: Ambassador Charles
Baquet: Ambassador Horace Dawwn; and Helen
Keefe, former O,crseas Peace Corps Staff. A question
and answer session will follow.
Sludcnts aucnding the program will have an
opportunity 10 meet with Peace Corps recru iters and
learn about the foreign service. Refreshments will be
served .
"What better time than Black History Month to
learn more about our heritage and career opportunities
as well. I encourage everyone to come out and
celebrate your history," Stalling said.
For more information, call the Peace Corps Arca
Recruiting Office at (703) 235-9191.
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Sources: Blacks in Science & Thchnology
Vivian Ovelton Sammons
Hemisphere Publishinit Corp. I990
Howarcl University College of Medicine
News March 1979

signal. created the chemical hair relaxer,
improved the sewing machine industry by
maldng a belt fastener and started the Ohio
newsP.aper, The Cleveland Call and Post.
Like many other students, mechanical
cpgineering major Danny Brown believes
African-American innovators should be
recognized every month.
"Every month ~hould be honored to the
Afncan Americans and to the education of
younger minds. Our heritage should be a
coruinuous thing, not a once a month affair.
'Ibo many of our ancestors have been
robbed by this," Brown, a freshman, said.
The work of many African-American
scientists and inventors has gone
unaccredited. Scientist Lewis Howard
Latimer (1848-1928) is one whose
contributions to the early American
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Carlena Mitchell
Broadcast Joumalism
Senior

forget the past. We
should le.1rn from our
mistakes to prevail in the
future. We as a people
will be able to do belier
. from learning from our
,, mistakes."

~b. 9 A student left a jacket jn the_ swin_1min,g coach's

~a card game at Meridian Hill Hall.The man told
trbc h.ld not hit her yet. but was going to hit her. He
restrained by another man in the room .

bo.x in Burr Gymnasium during his swimmmg class,
and it was stolen.

6 Security detained two people removing a
nment boot from a car on tlicir way to the West
. The Metropolitan Pol ice arrived and 31:CStcd
subjects for possession of drug pnraphernaha.

Feb. 9 A student had a jacket stolen out of the He.11th
and Sciences Library. An investigation found two
unknown black males loitering around the area. The
complainant lost $10 and two credit cards.

7 A student was stabbed in the back with a fork
lllOlhcr student in a fight in Armour J. Blackburn
~r\ity Center. The complainant was. taken to
t'ol.rd University Hospital and the assailant was
llt.lted.

Feb. 11 Sparks from an air condi_tio_ner fire fell on a
complainant in the C.B. Powell building. The fire was
put out by the complainant and another witness.

ll 7 A student's bookbag was stolen from the
lilborewhenshe left it outsicleofthe locker because
tbag would not fit.

...8
While visiting a friend in Meridian Hill Hall
li?ln()tainant reporls she was pushed in the c!1cst ano

1

ld~'aler thrown on her by an unknown assailant.
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"They should never
forget the past. They
should always
remember toe past
and lheir heritage."
Corbet Ellison
Biology
Freshman

Javon Smith
Hotel/Motel
Management
Alumnus

"No we cannol forget our
pa~t. If you forget your
past. then you can not
proceed in the future. We
build from our hi,tory
and we cannot do
anything wilhout our
I past.''

Feb.11 The driver of a car wa~ parki_ng in lot T, 2315
Sherman Ave., when a complaman t said _she
accidentally hit a car. The accident caused minor
dam~ge to the !ilUll fender of the other car. No one was
hurl m the accufent.

"I think we should
not forget the past,
we \hould keep it in
mind so it can inspire
us in the future. II
should help us
succeed, which will
be the best payback.
The past is too
painful to forget."

Tianna Scott
Public Relations
Sophomore

i

REPORT
It 5 A complainant reported she was threatened

electrical developments were ignored for
decades. This self-educated AfricanAmerican man helped Alexander Graham
Bell invent and patent the telephone.
And Joseph Lee (1849-1905), a master
chef, improved the baking industry bl(
inventing a bread making machine. He also
became a very successful restaurantcur.
Movies have sound because or Frederick
McKinley Jones ( 1892-1961 ). After
building a radio station transminer, he
invented the technique of adding the sound
track to movies. ;ones received more than
60 patents in his lifetime.
These men are only a handful of
scientists and inventors who make our lives
much easier, and their accomplishments
should not be overlooked.

SPE
s"No. The past is the
basis of what is going
on now. It is usea as a
foundation to do what is
going on now."
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Seely G. Mudd Building
Pltysician, Philanthropist
•Throughout his lifetime, gave $8 million to establish professorships.
scholarsliips and construct buildings at educational institutions. In 1975
the Seely Mudd Fund of Los Angeles awarded S1.2 million to the college
toward the building of a new meaical facility.
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Should African-Americans forget the
past in order to succeed in the present
and in the future?
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Numa Pompilius Garfield Adams Building
Physician
•Received his BA from Howard University in 1911
•Instructor in Chemistry 1912-14
•First Black Dean of lfoward Universily Medical College June 4, 1929

scientists contribute to life's comforts

p Peace Corp sponsors Black
n [istory Month Celebration

.S

College of Medicine

'tge of Dentistry

,~~
h \frican-American
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are

Chauncy Ira Cooper
Pharmacist
•Professor, Dean, Howard University College of Pharmacy, 1940-72
•Founder and first president, National Pharmaceutical Association

The Names Behind the Buildings

and Dean of the School of Architecture and City Planning, 1970-
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Ernest Everett Just
Zoologist, Biologist, Psychologist, Research Scientist
•Instructor in Zoology, Howara University, 1909-IO
•Assistant Professor, 1910-11
•Associate Professor, 1911-12
•Professor, 1912-??
•Headed Department of Physiology
•Received first Spingarn Medal, 1915, for his research in Biology
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•of the Department of Architecture, 1937-71
n.ite Dean of the School of Engineering and Architecture, I964-
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Nomi Husband
Psychology
Junior

Report giwn by _Campus Sl'C11riry
Compiled by Al1ya Davis

" I think they should

keep in mind some
of the things that
happen, lilic ~la, cry
anit segregation.
Keeping what bas
happened in mind
allows them to better
themselves as a race
and as a people."

Brian Atkins
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The next campus meeting will
be he/ti on Sunday at 3 p. m.
Bring a grip ofst~ry ideas......
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Black History Month should
include 'the good, bad, ugly'

,

In last Friday's front page of The Washington Post,
there was a story about a Black History exhibit at
Macy's department store at Pentagon City mall. The
exh ibit displayed items that were offensive and
disturbing to some people, such as "Mammy" cookie
jars and a doll in the likeness of the "Cream of
Wheat" man.
Customers and employees at Macy's who saw the
exhibit were furious. According to The Washington
Post, the man who put the Black History exhibit
together was a prominent District-based black
memorabilia collector. The exhibit was put together
in order to help celebrate the contributions of black
Americans once a year in February, the shortest
month of the year.
And since Black History month is only a once-ayear event, every aspect of black history should be
covered. Actually, black history should taught
throughout the year, but since one month is put aside
for black people and their history; the good, the bad
and the ugly should be recognized about; even if it
means displaying "Mammy" cookie jars, black lawn
jockeys, and caricatures of black people eating
watermelon and tap-dancing.
The Black History exhibit is not so much of how
we were perceived by the white men in the past, but
how we are still unfortunately being perceived by
some white men today. Just several months ago,
AT&T telephone company ran an in-house ad that
featured people from different regions of the world
calling each other, and a gorilla represented the caller
from Africa.
Wboopi Goldberg had her ex-boyfriend, actor Tod
Danson dress up in black face, caricaturing a black
person and perhaps Whoopi herself all in the name
of "fun." And just recently Sen. Ernest Hollings
made headlines because of a joke he told regarding
Africans as cannibals, again all in the name of good
humor.

Today, as black history is being reflected on this
month, the events that shape black people today will
be remembered in the future; the good, the bad and
the ugly. Black history should be passed down, and
cannot be sugar-coated. Nothing from history should
be neglected, covered up or hidden. Biographies on
Frederick Douglass and Booker T. Washington should
mention both the high and low points in their lives.
The same thing applies to the exhibit at Macy's.
Even though the exhibit was taken down, maybe the
department store should reconsider and put it back up
with an explanation about each of the artifacts on
display.
History should show people where they came from
and where they are now. People could look back at
their long suffering and realize they are a people that
survived. The Jewish community will always let
people know and remember the Holocaust, so much
that they have a museum. These arc people who
definitely want others to know and remember about
their history; the good, the bad and the ugly; and like
black people they have survived.
In the past, black people have been caricatured
and stereotyped negatively as monkeys, "coons,"
"mammies," "pickininnies" anq cannibals, but with
the help of some brave, great black people; these
stereotypes have been all but erased from our memory.
Just take a look at us now. There was time when
a picture of "mammy" was on the box of Aunt
Jemima pancake mix. Today, Aunt Jemima has her
hair done and is wearing earrings. Angela Bassett is
nominated for an Academy Award for Best Actress
for portraying Tina Turner. Fifty years ago, Hattie
McDaniel won an Academy Award for Best
Supporting Actress for portraying a "Mammy.''

Montel Williams: Students must
be responsible for their future
Those of you who didn't have an
opportunity to participate in the discussion
with talk-show host, Monte! Williams, missed
an eye-opening treat.
r must admit, I was definitely not a
Monte! Williams fan when I entered the
reading lounge at Blackburn Center this past
friday, but I sure was one when I left.
I had lumped Mr. Williams into the
tabloid-tv garbage heap along with Geraldo
Rivera. However, as with many television
personalities, there was much more to Mr.
Will iams than than hist. v. image projected. It
is impor tant to remember that this image has
been shaped largely by a ma instream media
that contiues to perpetuate a sterotypical image
of black people, especially black men, who arc
often portrayed as people of I ittlc substancc"buffoons", as Mr. Wi llaims put it.
He addressed issues that we as future
leaders of th is country should be mindful of;
po litics, violence and racism.
He encouraged the young brothers who
were present to go out to high schools and
speak. And not just at black high school, but
white high schools as we ll. He pointed out that
white s tuden ts also had a need 10 see articulate
young brothers who do not fit the sterotypical
image of the rapping brother on the corner.
Before Mr. Williams arrived in ihe
read ing lounge, I heard mumb ling from
students about Monte! and his "white wife".
"Someone should bust him out", I heard.
I pointed out that simp ly because a
person has a white spouse, it does not make
him any less black. The important thing is to
be proud of your hertitage and not deny it.

This was not the prevailing opinion, at least not
at first.
Without any obligation to justify his
marriage to anyone, Mr. Williams spoke
candidly about it, and his views on racism in
America, especially in the media.
Many students were ashamed for bad
mouthing our plum-suited brother with his
trademark clean shaven head.
We learned a important lesson about
getting away from the ·crabs in a barrel' trap
that black folks often fall into.
"Anytime one of us is doing well, he
said, we reach up and try to pull him back
down." How tri.c. It is especially unfair when
we know little or nothing about a person except
what others have said about him.
From gangsta rap to racism in the
media, Mr. Williams voiced his opinon. It was
refreshing 10 hear such positive messages from
a brother who has worked hard in a racist
system 10 make it to where he has.
I think I speak for most in attendance
when I say that we left the reading room
enlightened. Throughout his talk more than a
few 'amens' were hc,1rd as students encouraged
our brother to 'preach' the truth.
As Mr. Williams encouraged us to "be
what they (white America) don't expect you to
be", we were reminded that we are smarter to
reserve judgement about people until we learn
about them ourselves, first-hand without the
intervention of mainstream media, who arc
not necessari ly looking out for our best
interests.
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Letters to fhe Editor
To 'b' or not to 'B'
a
Ebony does it, Jet does it,
Essence does it, but The HIUIOP
doesn't. I do. The \¼shington P05t
and The New York Times, which
comes as no surprise. don't. But I hope
that you readers do. Do what?
Capitnlizc the "B" in "Black.'"
Black man, Black woman, Black
history. Black presence in the Bible
and Black power- Black.
Since my youth, I have not
understood why Black people would
use "black" to describe themselves. I
know that "black" is grammatically
correct. Many of my papers from
·unior high and high school were
returned to me with red check marks
and other "corrections" of the capital
"B" toa lowercase "b." Look, I know
what the dictionary says, but putting

the "B" in "Black" is critical, and its

use, or lack thereoC makes a definite

statement. When not using the
"African-American'' label (which has
held the top spot on the ··Who are we
now" chartS for the past decade), we
should continue 10 u,e a
categorization of the same impon.
Allow me to illustrate. "1wo black
men were shot and killed in a driveby shooting." Reaction? "Oh, rwo
insignificant. unimportant men were
shot." Now try this. ·'"R,-o Black men
were shot and killed." What?! Did
you hear? Another two of our
brothers, two Black men, were lost to
crime.
To me, ''Black" connotes power,
pride, influence, imponance, What
docs "black" say to )'OU? :-lot much -

small in stature, in~ignificzr
weak. I hope 1'm not the ool)
sees that there is a su
difference between the ~o.
difference may not ha,ea Cllll
effect on the mind or o:it1
perception, but there isancllccJ
the-les.~.The written \\ooltS~
and it can be used tocdif)
"Black" builds: "black" do¢'
Ebony. Jet and Esse1¥:t t
HILCTOP doesn't. So all I
those of )'OU OUI there - iDdt,
and the entire HILU'OP ~)'OU're going to be black, be

«•

CharlesQ11ilu1 isagmdua::Jt~
at Howard Uni1-er.,iry.

Student protest is a strong symbolic victo~
Oh come nCM\ who at Howard
(be;,ides Dr. Jenifer) thinks that the
revolutionary war was fought over the
price of tea. Orthat Rodney King was
so well liked in L.A. that his friends
and neighbors rioted on his beha!11
Clearly the vendor is~uc was
opportunistic on part of student
government as Jenifer accused. ·1crri
Wade and the s1uden1 government
took an opportunity to rally student
support around an L'i.!,ue that wa, ea,y
to grasp for the busy student who
doesn't have time or energy to really
follow national much les.s campus
politics.
I will make it simple. )bu arc correct
in that the vendor i'-'>ue did not have
to warrant discussion in front of

President Ointon. Except as a symbol
for the way policy is railroad past
students. If the administration was
embarrassed that day. it was becau.sc
the nation found out that it is not
rcspon.<,ivc 10 it\ student bod)' I give
\½de credit for a strong symbolic
victory here.
Evidence'! Re11d the agreement
which was finally ~igned. Point, one,
two and three amount to a victory of
respect from the administration for
smdent government ns a force to be
reckoned with. They won their i~uc
with ~rong student suppon (not ea,)
to do on this campus).
The founh item is even better. 'They
cemented some of the political mu.,;cle
gained from lhis i.ssuc's momentum by

winning regular participi.
matters such as negotiation 0.
affair.. contracts, hirins.r.d
facult); staff and ..dministr::
other...
The fifth point is the bestyttli
forthcadmini,tmtiontomM
every week to Jis(\1.-.., th( P
financial aid budgcll
community lllltrcach cumct.
abse nce
of intra-un
communication and mort. lkf
issucsworthyofdiscu.-..,iaiab
President C1inton"ouldn't)OI'
E.A. Hurll')' is t1 Grndua:e
Il11: School ofAm an,/ Sdc,.;

Wa WCLCOMC You" LCTT&lll8 ANO CoMMllNTe

TH£ HILLTOP WELCOMES YOUR VIEWS ON A N Y PUBLIC ISSUE. FACULTY• ADMINISTRATOAl,St&11
STUDl!N TS A N D ALUMNI ARE l!NCOURAGlltO TO SHARC THEIR ORIGIN AL IDEAS ANO OPI N IONS.
W E PUBLISH ONLY MATERIAL ADDRl!'.S$1!0 TO
WE ROUTINELY EDIT LCTTCRS FOR s,Acl ~
CORRl:C'r e'.RRORS OF STYLli, SPELLING A N D PU N CTUATION, LE.TIERS AS WELL AS COMMEN TARIU I ii
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THlt OPINIONS EXPRESSED ON THE EO.TORIAL PAGE. OF T HI! HILLTOP ARE SOLELY THC v1&111f
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Letter to the Editor
Self-degradation is a two-way street
The HILLTOP's editorial
entitled "Gangsta Rap" (Jan. 28,
1994) illustrated how society often
accepts the degradation of women
and defines them by their sexual
behavior. The manner in which the
editor tacit ly approves this
treatment is quite objectionable.
The author begins by recounting
the lyrics from one of rapper
Snoop Doggy Dogg's songs, and
goes on to recommend that
women's groups who have
denounced such "gangsta rap"
instead shou ld focus " ... on
changing the circumstance that
causes a black man to call his sister
a b - or a ''ho." This is similar
to saying that blacks should
co ncentrate on changing the
s ituations which cause some
whites to call them niggers. Th is
implies that the speaker somehow
is irresistibly compelled by his/her
environment to hate certain
categories of people and

communicate that with offensive
language. Thus, white peop le
should not be held personally
respons ible for the verbal
manifestations of their racism.
While the author may have been
advocating that black males should
not be blamed for behavioral
symptoms of widespread social
problems, many men, regardless of
their
race/e thnicity
or
env ironment, display sexist
behavior. For example, women arc
vulnerable to similar biological
sexual desires as men. While the
author notes that men should shun
promiscuity, men often are
regarded as studs when they arc
sexually active or have multiple
partners. Women, on the other
hand, are deemed.sluts.
'TI1c ubiqu itous nature of sexism
is evident within many curse words
whether how or by whom they are
used. The words b - , son of a
b - , whore and m-- ( - -

are much more than offensive uses
of language. They arc indicators of
how women arc reviled and
dehumanized, particularly in the
context of their sexuality. If this is
doubted, then try to think of an
equal number of words which
specifically target men and their
sexually so disparagingly.
'TI1e purpose of this letter is not
to assert the preeminence of the
experiences of black women. The
degradation of either gender group
should not be tolerated. When
verbal attacks against black
women or men arc condoned, even
under the guise of artistry, we
unknowingly provide the rationale
for others to verbally strike us as
blacks.
Paula J. Snyder is second year
Ph.D. degree s111de111 in 1he
depar1111e111 of Sociology tmd
Anthropology.
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~esources play vital role in school privatization
~ T.

Strachan

"Tuesda}; fanuary 27, 1994,
•ifelcd "i1h the D.C.
•~ency to see how the
.,..j(t Public School System
'PS) privatized some of its
- nlJfl and middle schools
1 Educational Alternatives
il'Jrated (EAi). a private
.,301
,pccializing
in
~ 1i,e ,chool management
iqucs. EAi's role b 10
,'t 1he school's resources.
Sl,1 these resources arc the
tmds or a\Sistancc that the
', .11c suprosed lo receive
13(11 budge c,ycle. We just
!low any pnva1e company
. •1~c pu6hc schools. l:Jasecl
'< 11ipi EAi is not providing
· ona resources 10 the
'< However, I believe that
-, of the training and
10 1hc concepts arc
enl
\,Jme key questions come 10
\\b~ would the D.C. school
1cndcn1 want 10 bring EAi
· i~c D.C Public Scllools
:?SI' Was the Educational

.r«,

Alternatives' management team
tho~o.ughly evaluated? What
add 1)1onal resources can EAi
provide lo the DCPS?
When we arrived
representatives from EAi divided
the part}'. i_n to three groups. Each
group v1sucd a selected school
under EAi's management The
repre~entativc said that EAi does
!n1cr1or. decorating work
m,tallauon of computer labs and
places four computers in every
classroom.
In addition. EAi only has one
counselor and a nurse ancnding to
the school once a week. I tlien
askc,c.l the representative what
add111onal resources docs EAi
bring 10 . the schools? The
f,epresentallvc replied by saying
resources, resources ana
resources."
TI1e question of resources is
yery
crucial
10
the
tn1P.1emcn1ation of privatization
in DCPS. Ironically, the Ward
Seven
School
Board
repres entative had a forum at
Drew Elementary School that
evening to address the issue of

privatization. The superintendent
and
s ix
school
board
representatives
were
in
allendan.ce lo. an~we~ questions
concermng pnva11zat1on.
The supermtcndent then talked
about the addi1ional resources
EAT can provide lo DCPS. In
add iti on, the superintendent
informed the audience that EAi or
a different management company
will receive the S6, 700 per pupil.
This dollar amount represents lhe
actual direct budget allocation for
each student ihroughoul the
school system.
I stated 10 the superintendent
that Drew Elementary;, w ith a
pupil populat ion of 3b3, only
received $2.2 million for school
year 93-94. For example if EAi
received $61 700 per pupd for this
school, tne total resource
allocation is $2.6 million. The
difference in resources is
S400,000. My question lo the
superintendent was how can EAi
provide additional resources if
lhe school is under budgeted
during 93-94?
Since EAi is a for-profit

com8anyb they could use only
$ IO ,00 lo provide small
improvements such as computers
and lilt le quick fixes. lf the school
board decides lo privatized fifteen
schools, then EAi will have the
opportunity to make large sums
of money. When you multiply
three hundred thousand dolfars
times fifteen schools, EAJ will
make at least $4.5 million.
In addition, the Department of
Research and Evaluation of
BCPS issued an evaluation report
of EAi for the period covering_lhc
1992-1993 schoo l year. EA i
received S26. 7 million 10 operate
nine Tosscract Schools. The
rCP.0rl showed that EAl ~ent $1
million more that BCPS" would
have spent for direct school
operallons. Did these excess
funds come from resources that
should have been allocated to the
schools?
Onc;e again, resources play a
very important role wlicn
considering privatizing pub lic
schools. Tlie evaluation report
adds credibility l0 the fact lhal all
schools should be budgeted a1

proper funding levels. If few
schools receive resources from
EAi, other schools without these
resour~es _are at a disadvantage.
This disadvantage will cause
jealousy and envy amongst the
student population between nonprivatized and privatized schools.
We as parents, teachers and public
o(ficials cannot let this happen 10
our students.
Where do we go from here?
One solution is truly stay with the
idea
of
school-based
management. The superintendent
shoufd push forward the
~stablishmenl of an "entity" that
1s ~n:iposcd of paren~s. 1eachers,
pnnc1pal_s,, commumty leaders
and admm1slra1ors to managed
the school's resources.
Th is entity should have the
same flexibility as EAi and be
held accountable for managing
the particular school's resources.
If tlie entity is allowed lo function
proper!}'. the school should obtain
results that are favorable for the
superintendent.
The
superintendent's bollom line is to
ensure that all DCPS are properly

funded, based o n direct budget
allocations of $6,700 per pupil.
For those parents who have
children in schools east of the
river, you a~e wobably wondering
1f your child's school is under
buclg~lcd. How ca n t he
s up_erm)cndcn1 put forth this
po11cy in a time w hen fiscal
responsibility is so im()Orlant?
In essencei,.lhe superintendent
is allowing i-aul 10 take from
Peter. It 1s a shame 1ha1 the
superintendent is playing politics
wtt h our chi laren. We as
concerned citizens! parents and
PUBLIC OFFIC ALS, must
provide the proper venue for our
children 10 grow. We must
remember 1ha1 our children are
the future leaders of tomorrow.
WHO
ARE
TODAY'S
LEADERS?

Daarre11 T. Stracharr, associate
director for St11de11t Life a11d
Activities at Howard U11iversity, is
a11 advisory 11eighborhood
commissioner i11 Waslii11gto11, DC

~efore we cry revolution we must rebel in our minds
tcllael Hudson
i...-ro~s this campus I've heard
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clf>ncrful.
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,1udc n1s
calling
sel\cs revo lutionaries,
1n que~l of a revolutio n in
country. The average
11d student who hns no w
• 'IDC enlightened on the
,it of black people in
11c:1 is now a propo nent of
two ry ideolog y.
On a larger scale, certnin
:,(I' and rap groups are
11ding the
word
of
a1ion II is particularly the
• gen e ratio n 1ha1 has
up 1hb term and ran with

The

. 1e realizntion of revolution
,hofthe older generation,
uaJs
. r.iuch of the younger. has
•~ subliminal; they have
.i1ed themselves 10 making
~,s w it hin the system
than making a system of
. • own. Their re,olution
::(Otd in the sixties. Despite
rem, of oppression 1ha1 are
-.ilh us today. a change was
e. Because of that
'ution. the oppressor has
on
dem .:o more manipulative in the
of
oppression.
go ·. ~ods
:;,.aring less diabolical than
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For 1his reason we need to
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, !Creaming revolution with a
,n of bloodshed in our
-which man-. of us are
-~-and gel down to the

business of revolution.
The rebellion of the
sixties was a physical
one. We sat in here, we
sat down there, and
marched everywhere.
The oppressor knew
what moves we were
making and we often
times knew his. We
endured the overt racist
methods
of
the
oppressor unti l a
change came about, bul
it is diHcrenl today.
Today, a mind game
is being played, and a
101 of us aren't in the
right mind 10 resist. We
can't resist because we
know not what to resist
We arc now in the times
where we need a mental
revolution. n0I onlf for
our collective mrnds
but also for a societal
change.
Many of us arc
correlating the word
revolution
with
violence. Yes, the
highly
respected
Malcolm X once stated
1ha1 there cannot be a
non-violent revolution,
and he uses history as
his witness, but that
does not mean that we
can't start a non-violent
rebellion (1 prefer 10 use
the word rebellion

f \'s o\>ov\- re"o\u\ion
\Ne 9oi~ \"o
9e\ read':1-
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because all a revolution
is is a successfu l
rebellion, revolution is
after the fact).
A non-vio len t
rebellion must start in
our collective minds so
we can resist the
intellectual forces that
keep us in the bondage
of subjugation. Once
we set our emotions
aside and begin to
stimulate ourse lves
with our own intellect,
then, and only then,
will a revolution begin
10 occur. And if the
oppressor resorts to
v1olcncc because of the
threat
that
our
awakened black minds
pose, then we have
every right 10 defend
our
freedom
of
thought, our freedom
of expression and more
impor1an1ly.
our
freedom of manhood
by
any
means
neccssaryf But first, we
need lo rebel patiently,
methodically and in a
way 1ha1 when the
oppressor
realizes
what's happening, the
cohesiveness of the
movement gives him no
way out but violence if
he so chooses.
This is the system

that the oppressor uses on us.
Everywhere a black man turns,
somebody is trying 10 keep him
down, direct ly and indirectly; so
where have many of us 1urned?
We've turned lo crime, or we
jump over the fence into the
oppressors' yard where we're
used as fresh dirt for his garden.
Too ma ny of us have chosen one
of those two detrimental op1ions.
Black people, before we can
even think revolution of any kind
we need to think rebellion.
Before rebellion we need to
think organizat ion. Before
orsan ization WC need 10 think
umty. And before unity we need
to fmd truth. We all need 10
know who we arc, where we
come from, who are enemies arc
and what lies they have told us.
Before we can propose a
societal revolution, we need 10
impose a revolution on our
collective minds. Until this is
done. "revolutionarr," w ill
always be a nice, coo , hip or
happening thing 10 ca ll
ourselves, bu1 the actual event
will remain only in our minds.
We need to break the cha ins,
this generation, those who have
not done one of the detrimental
two, needs lo stand up, now!

Michael Hudso11 is a theological
scholar and a11 alu1111111s of
Howard U11iversiry.

Important issues should come first in a protest

,,, in txN. Opara
'4std on the articles I have
• ind things I have heard
·. 1hc past few weeks
nmg 10 the vendors on
Street at Howard
.r,il), I do nol 1hink that it
. n worth mentioning on
•.
1gracious day set aside 10
D
and honor Or. Marlin
,T
er Ki ng Jr. "The
rn"
in
my
opinion.
The
·s
~ of the vendors being
J from Sixth Street by 1-1 U
mi;1ra1ors came up al the
holiday celebration. Ms.
may thmk she had a "slam
· on Pre,idcnl Jenifer. but
submit that she did not.
t ily tried a cheap shot.
la lhc first place, Howard
mity Student Association
Jeni Turri Wade and her
~iaics (staff) have done

'"

absolutely nothing noble for the
students of Howard University
by bringing up such an issue
where the U.S. President
Cl in ton came 10 pay glory 10 the
late Dr. King. Please don't gel
me wrong. I am not saying that
such an issue is not important 10
students, but please stop
kidding me; I have been 10 some
other campuses in this country
where there arc no such vendors
and students still survive.
Whether the vendors are
there or not, students will still
attend
classes. Honestly,
students are even belier off
buying those items from the
grocery stores because most
most of the items arc cheaper in
the grocery stores than what
they are sold by the vendors.
People may say how can they
carry potato chips and peanuts
with them to school? Simple!
Just put them in your school

bags. Please give me a break. I
cannot remember how many
students who walk around
campus eating the items they
bought from llie vendors. In my
personal estimate, about 99.5%
of the lime they go to the lounge
or vacant classrooms 10 cal
those items. Again, don't get
me wrong, occasionally I buy
things from the vendors.
Secondly, I be lieve 1ha1
whether we are students. faculty
or staff, we must learn to
respect our ciders. The Holy
Bible reminds us that we should
respect our parents ( our elders
included) so that our days will
be long. Ms. Wade and her
associates, invariab ly. d id not
show such respect to Or. Jenifer.
They also did not rcspec1
President Clinton who may 1101
be aware of the existence of the
vendors on the Sixth Street.
The constant tu ition increase

may have been the issue that
Ms. Wade should have raised
so that President Clinton could
raise it 10 the U.S. Congress.
Reading her article in ·'The
HILLTOP", January 28. 1994.
Ms. Wade tvro1e, "whenever
there is injustice pr<,>Voked upon
our people - ll 1s the nght
time." I will say to her that il
may be the right time, but it is
obviously not the right thin~ to
say. Moreover, it is not the nghl
place lo say it. In addition, I will
say to her that our grades as
students and also our c l ass
allcndance are absolutely not
the derivatives of the presence
of the vendors on Sixth Street.
or even anywhere else on the
campus In other words, we can
eat all the potato chips in this
world, still we may not do well
in the class. We can also make
good srades without even
"smelli ng" the chips and

peanuts from the vendors.
We can cal all the po1a10
chips and candies we want, but
if our tuition is not !.aid. we
will not be at Howar . Oh no,
we can still be a1 Howard but
not as students, maybe a
passcrs-hy or spectators.
Another irritating thing in Ms.
Wade's article was her statement
that, "ll was necessary in order
10 gain the respect, cooperation
and
ACTION
of
administration.'' I will say 1hal
ii is also not the way 10 gain
respect. In the medta wor ld,
such a th ing is called "cheap
popularity."
I will advise her and any
person representing Howard
University students in the future
to say the most importanl thing
first and leave the less
important issues for a different
place. I f Ms. Wade
had
consulted other student bodies

such as the Caribbean, African,
and Haitian student associations
before making her speech, I bet
you she wou ldn't have forgotten
to men tion the tuition increase
and lhe 50% surcharge on
international students, harsh ly
impose by the U.S. Congress.
If someone thinks 1hat Ms .
Wade had a ·'slam-dunk'' or a
"touchdown•· on Dr. Jenifer, the
person belier think again. She
nearly had a touchdow n bu t she
fumb led al the end zone and
instead of pick ing up a zero
because of the fumble. Sixth
Street "slam-dunk" or not, lei us
focus on our priority f irst.
People shou ld endeavor nol to
carelessly, tarnish th e good
image of a &real institutio n like
Howard Umversity.

Felix N. Opara is graduate
student i11 the Economics Dept.

Racial discrimination: The American way
bae1 S. Asante
:)c scale of reactions to Sen.
~F.Holling.\' recent remark.,
African leaders and the fact
•;. fellow senators do not
I necessary 10 condemn him
11ch irresponsibility and
U) reveals a terribly sad
'-'ai1of_thc people and politics
na11on. (By the way, Sen.
"f;i said in an interview last
:nber that African leaders
in1erna1ional conferences
!ti a square meal" instead of
'8 each other." lie only ~aw
\Sary lo offer an apology
~ two momhs later, calling
, lllcment "a joke.")
'11 almost half a century, this
~ has portrayed herself as
ltior lhe world, the free world
~t, until the crisis in the

former Soviet Union. Through the
atlitudc, and lifestyles of the
people. us well as the ullcrances,
policies and the use of a very
huge fearsome military machine,
1he United States of An1er ica was
able 10 sell herself 10 the rest of
the world as the most prosperous
and free nation, the model after
which every people who aspired
10 progress and wealth should
follow.
Undoubtedly, there was some
truth in this. Whilcothercountrics
in Europe, A~ia, etc. were still
struggling to establish growing
cconoruics, this country had an
effective and dynamic system that
created a very high standard of
living for its people, most of them,
at least There was enough wealth
to go around several countries in
Europe, Asia, Latin Amcric:. and

Africa in the form of aid, grants,
loans and so on.
Today, however. although some
citizens still can boast of the
highest standards of living in the
world, il is common knowledge
that America is sl idins at a
terrifyingly fast rate. Millio ns of
people a re homeless. In fan t
morta lity rates arc among the
highest in the world, eve n
sur'{'assi ng some of the so-called
''t hird world" cou ntries. Drug
abuse and criminal activity murder, robbery, rape, spousa l
abuse etc. arc commonplace.
White collar crime is rampant
and growi ng. The judic iary
system appears 10 be designed
and operated in such a way as to
protect, even spoil the criminal,
while victims have no recourse.
Morality has gone l0 the dogs.

Family values have evaporated.
And as 1he days go by, one
wonders where this nation is
headed.
Racial discr imination is at its
worst ever (a lthough this counlry
has, for the past 20 or so years,
assigned herself the role of an
enforcer of human rights in the
world, pridi ng herself as the " land
of the free").
It is a very sad fact that despite
lhc dramatic changes occurr ing
on the world scene, the resulting
advancement by several nations in
the econom ic, socio-cultural and
political spheres, and the fact that
the world 1oday is different from
what it was 50 years ago, a large
number of Americans, including
nationa l leaders w ith the likes of
Sen. Hollings, have for some
s trange reason, stuck to the

lesendary Yankee cockiness and
pnde.
People like Mr. Hollings
remain incredibly ignorant and
uneducated to the extent that they
still regard the archaic [ictitious
images of Africa being a jungle in
which man and beast prowl and
hunt each other and where a
si ngle white male (Thrzan) could
invade (or did he discover) and
o utwit and outmaneuver the
savages and wild animals alike, as
rea li ly.
ll needs 10 be made clear that
if America fo und itself in a
situation where it was the first
among equals, that is history.
Today, the balance of power has
shifted against this country in all
aspects of human endeavor. The
culture of Amer ica is proving
itself, day in day out, to be self-

destructive. Knowledge, beliefs,
art , morals and laws in this
coun•ry arc a source of severe
shock to every ot her people.
Simply put, as one looks to the
future, one can see no1hin& but a
horrifying image of a nauon of
liars; th ieves; murderers; lazy,
unemployed, illiterate, homeless
drug-addicts and adulterers led
by self-conceited politicians who
are so ignorant they do not
appreciate the crisis, but rather
spend valuable time composi ng
c rud e "jokes·• about o ther
peoples. The likes of Mr. Hollings
would 1101 last a day in less
civilized governments. God Bless
America.

Michael Asa111e is in tire
department of political s4ience.
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District
gallery
owner,
architect
Local R & B group
hopes to make it big frames pictures with "exactitud~
By Angela Renee Birch

By Anna Hines

HIiitop Staff Writer
What do Levias McFarlcnd, Lamoni Jenkins, Antonio Best, Keith Childs
and Eric Young have in common? lry the first letters of their names. which
form the title of their R&B group L.LA.K.E. The melodious group has
been making waves all over the country with their sultry, seductive sound.
But this group got its start right here in Washington. D.C.. back in 1989
where three of them met and allended Norfolk State Universit)', and the
other two were friends of one of the members. Presently the 11roup is Ii, ing
in Northwest and Southeast \½shingwn, D.C. Currently, they are under
the management of Stephen "Roe" Pierce, whom they met while recording
at Cue Recording studios located in Falls Church, Virginia. This studio
is mostly recognized for recording platinum hits for Shai. Toni Braxton,11
D Extreme and Glenn Jones.
"Roe has been the most productive manager for the group," said Levias.
He has been managing them for the past six months.
Presently, L.L.A.K.E. is in the process of recording their first album.
although no record contracts have been signed.
Between practice, interviews and performances, these young men are
steadily making their way to the top. Their busy agenda has included
opening for such perfom1ers as Johnny Gill at the \½shington Convention
Center and SILK, UNY and INTRO at Constitution Hall. They were invited
to perform for Gerald Levert in Cleveland after he heard their tape playing
at BET. And they've also played at local clubs, universities and on the Spirit
of Washington.
Their two recently released singles "Nasty" and "Ooh \\ee·• are getting
air play across the country. "Ooh Wee .. has been played on
WPGC--95.5. According IO Levins, i1', played mostly during the "Cool
Out," because of the lyrics. but it also was played as a home jam.
The members of L.L.A.K.E. are seeking listener feedback and are
encouraging local radio stations to give !heir opinions on the group.

Hilltop Staff Writer
Barry Lester is 30 years old
and has a serious attitude. In the
back of hi s old-fashioned
storefront gallery, Lester creates
optical illusions and geometric
shapes that will make any picture
come to life.
"Altitude Exact" is 1hc name
of the gallery. Located at 739
Eighth St., S.E., the gallery
specializes in African-American
art and memorabilia. It has been
open for nearly five years. A wide
variety of artists are featured at the
gallery including Ernie Barnes,
Charles Washington, Larry
"Pancho" Brown, Michael Brown
and Kenneth C. Gaylor.
Gaylor's works arc currently on
display at the gallery. Gaylor does
bright, bold and excit ing work
with colored pencils. His exhibit
features a portrait of Malcolm X,
titled "Mr. X." "Vexed" is a dual
portrait featuring James Baldwin
and Ethel Waters. In this pic1ure,
Gaylor
captures
their
personalities, as their images
seem to be deep in thought. Tina
Turner, Ear~•a Kitt, Grace Jones
and Diana Ross arc featured in his
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work, hDivas.
"If you don't sec what you wanl
just tell me and I can get ii for
1

•

you," Lester said. His positive
energy sh ines throughout the ,__....e..,c___...:...._;__..,;._ _--::-::-:---:-,,--=----...,..,-----,--:----:--::-------gallery.
"Attitude Exact" located at 739 Eighth Sl S.E.
He recci ved a degree in
Lester teaches his methx
Architecture from Tuskccgee Lester said. He freelanced for Sun print and trinket he imported from
to
coast. He has created 111
Gallery
and
Tina's
Gallery.
Then
Africa.
lnstitu1c. Eager to jump into the
He also began 1he process of art for Washington Post oo!a
arena with other architects, Lester he broadened his horizons and
was stopped in his tracks b1 the began a close working relationship framing what he calls "exactitude." Donna Brill and CBS u
"Exacti tud e" consists of Phyllis Armstrong.
reality of the architectural with different art distributors and
Lester says he can ::1e
layering
the mats used around the
worked
for
them
also.
business.
But print work was not enough border of a picture. Theo a design method to anyone who 111
"There was limited work in the
design area for a black architect., to satisfy his creative juices.While can be placed in the V-groove or 10 learn. Eventually he 11
return to the field of ardu!c
so, I started doing print work," some relatives were in Africa, he corner of the frame.
Gallery apprentice Paul "Blade" because he says his spirit11
came up with the idea to open a
gallery. He advertised the opening Williams thinks Lester is a genius. rest until his full creati\tfQ
by sending flyers to black churches "I want to be his clone and re- is fulfilled.
and organizations around the area. create wha1 he has done. This is an
Lester rented gallery space for one excellent opponunity to create a
month and sold every artifact, family business."

Cold weather takes toll
on District's water pipes

as hot water blankets that help cul
down on the excess amount of
Hilltop Staff Wrtter
energy used in heating the water.
Some Howard dormitories have
This winter's freezing weather
reported hot water pipe difficulties.
has bee!1 harsh for D.C. residents
Lorenzo Gregory, the director of
and then pets, but one mher area
operations and management,
a~fccted by the weather is the
s
explained that the main problems
pipes.
have been because of low
If not properly insulated,
waler pressure and bad
water heaters and pipes will
fixtures
not produce hot water needed
"The· hot water problem,
for sho~ers, cooking and
we had ,11 Sutton Plata were
laundering. And because
because of a hot water pump
more people use hot w~tcr 1n
that needed replacing. A
the wmtcr season than m the
pump is needed to send 1he
sum~e.r, the problem is
hot water to all of the
mtens1f1cd.
.
rooms," Gregory said.
If water syste~lS ,_n homes,
Many of the University's
aparlmcnt bu1ld1~gs _or
older buildings have bad
Howard.
_Un!verstty
fixtures like shower heads,
dorm,tones are hit with fng,d
divcrters and leaking pipes.
temperature,, pipe bu_rsting
-Just recently, Slowe llall had
threats are au1om_a!1cal_l~ .!ll~ll!~~lllllljllllllljllll!••IIIII..II•.....- -... to have a circulating pump
present. Some fam1hes ltvrng m basements or outside 1n the cold replaced.
lhc ~lcventh St_reet: N.W., area weather arc prone to experience
"There are not enough funds for
experience~ lh~ s1tua11on firs!•hand pro~!cms. .
a complete renovation, but we have
when a main pipe burst Christmas
Anything you heat up that is gotten some money to make the
Day. .
. .
honerthan ttie surrou~ding air will necessary repairs and help maintain
Oil, !las and clcctric11y nrc the g1':'e up heat to the atr, Woodard the old equipment. Making sure
three mam hot water systems that said.
the students have hot water is our
arc ~sed. A hot wat_er tank is sized
Pepco and the D.C. Public top priority," Gregory said.
and •~st_alled for estimated usage in Works Wa1er and Sewer Utility
The average 1cmpcraturc for hot
a building or home. Heat 1s then Department provide customers water is between I IO and 120
added to the tank. Electric units with guidelines and services, such degrees fahrenheit.

By Genea Luck

send currents directly through the
water. A Dame burns on top of the
hot water tank of oil and gas units.
According to Hank \Voodard, the
manager of customer engineering
at Pepco, the location of the hot
water heater is important. Woodard
said water tanks that are in cold
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A date with fate.

e ot water problems
h
We a d at S UttO n Pl aza .
b
f h t
Were ecause O a O
water pump that needed
replacing. A pump is
needed to send the hot
t
ll f h
,,
Wa er to a O t e rOOmS,
£
G
.
Orenzo regory Sa
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f,chruari 11, "htn \n.:n.1 'I:;<
:md \1&1:<>11\l<(~I(• raise the n111

011 a rcndC/\011\ \\ ilh dc~llll): ~
u:, lor .\lm1apha \latur.1\ nt\\ p!:t1.'
Small \\'orld.ancl mctl a Orookh.n
har-cl\, ner and :1 trawler fmm
lrinidacl "ho h,l\C much mon: in
common than lhl~ rcali1c.

II,11ocoim:idcnn·1ha1 \l&l .111d
\n:na arc joining tbn:c~ k>r thi,
\\Orld prcmicrc. \rcna ha~ t1!11i\·J1,
1hi~ play for owr I\\O icar... and 11\
\\'C'rc proud 10 help them ck-hut th
re:.uh. Thdr com mil lllClll lO tlt.'I
,,urk clramaii,c:. the :,piril 01
innO\~llion ,,c ,II \l &:r \upporl. 1n
I he art\ and in tcchnologi

Upcoming Eventsin the D.C. Area
Feb. 11, 1994

African-An1crican Architecture.
Retired architect Charles Cassels discusses 20th·
century African-American building traditions.
Place: Anacostia Museum
Time: 2 p.01.
For reservations. call (202) 287-2060.

Feb. 12, 1994

A Slave·s Tole.
Storyteller Bill Grimmette brings to life the
expertences of a slave on a 16th-century expedition
to the New World in his one-man show, "Estevanico
the Moor."
Place: Carmichael Auditorium in the National
Muse!'m. of American History. 14th Street and
Cons11tu11on Avenue, N.W. Metro (Federal Triangle)
For more information, call : (202) 357-2700

Feb. 1s1 1994

Blacks m Aviation.
Histori~ and pilots share their perspectives on the
contr1butmns of African Americans to aviation and
space fliJUJt over the past 50 years.
Pl.ace: National Air and Space Museum.
Time: 7:30 p.m.
For more information call (202) 357-2700.

Feb.19,1994

Film Festival.
T_hc ,Margaret Mead 'Iraveling Film Festival
btghltgbts several short films and documentaries

ou'\c ~01 one. bl·ginnini:

.\JKI. \\ l1crc the dmma or hold r,'I
iclca~ unfolds e,cry cla).

about anthropology.
P\ace: National Museum of Natural History
Time: 11 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
For more information call (202) 357-2700.

Feb.19.20,1994

BZB Salute to Black Artists
Visu:11 and Wearable Art, Jau Music, Presentations,
Seminars. clc.
P_I_Jce: Silver Spring Armory
1 tme: 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.
For more information call (202) 332-2879,

Feb.26 1994
BZB B(ack Gift Show
Over 100 businesses and entrepreneurs will share
unusual and elegant items and tliere will be live jazz
music from musicians Davey Yarborough and Hilton
Felton.
Place: Shiloh Baptist Church
Ttme: 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
For more information call (202) 332-2879.
Feb. 27, 1994
Analysis of Civil War Letters
Hoy,,ard Universitysrofcssor and author, Or. Joseph
Reidy, shares reccn y uncovered letters from slaves
and free bl_acks during the Civil War era.
Place: Nauonal Postal Museum
Time: 2p.m.
For more information call (202) 357-2700.

St<1ge 111 t1ssoclt1tlo11 r(l{t/J QIKf; 011Stoge'prese11t.s
'"A Smnll \\'10 1'/tl"
by .\f11srnpl.1fl .\fnt11r11.
Directed by Kyle Donnelly.
fr/JmmJ• Jl-,tf)rll 3.
..-1r,~11t1 Singe, 6rlJ and ,\/t1hw Are., S. n~
Po,· ticket 111/ormnlfo n: 202 188·3300

A1'(.t11<1
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Clinton's ne\V budget
,, Ian niay increase
ederal
student
aid
I.

I

sic,nc,a L Huery
~ S1aff Wnter

1

l

l't'idcnl Clin1on's 1995 bud gel
•"j:r, hope to Mudcnis seeking
aid
\\Ct,xlgc1 call<, for a S 1.7 billion
~ in 1h~ educa1ion budgc1
jl.'CII~ opc:111ng doors for more
;;,m< gc.,rcd 1oward aiding
>~"'hon'eed funds for higher
·on Clo.e 10 half of all full.•,dcri;radua1e s1uden1s use
.,_-,1 siudenl aid.
~ 7 million s1udcn1s could
. S!~.4 billion in granh, loans
l'('rk•<ludy programs. That is
t.1t"-..C of abou1 S 1.2 billion
b.<1 icar\ hudgc1.
()I the 01hcr hand. lhc budgcl
~sp,:nding culs in such areas
i;;::n1ar y and sccondar)
• librar)· programs and
IS))ll31 cduca1ion. which will
6:,.,man)' Howard Univcr~i1y
Ii[:!.<

'l,\\try encouraging 10 know

Gur prcsiden1 is 1rying to
t financial si1ua1iom, in our
, in<ti1u1ions. As s1udcn1S,

when we have to constan1Jy worry
about our financial si1ua1ions, we
begin 10 make 1hc learning process
secondary in our lives," said Fai1h
Lus1cr, a sophomore jau sludies
s1uden1.
Some s1udcnts recognize 1ha1 it
is importam 10 have govcrnmenl
in1crvcn1ion in order 10 secure posl•
secondary cduc:1tion.
"College is a big busines~. and
ii is abou1 lime tha1 governmcnl
Marted 10 make sure 1ha11hc proper
funds arc allocated to s1udcnts,"
said Ayana Burke. a sophomore
majoring in business managcmcn1.
According 10 Sccrciary of
Educa1ion Richard W. Riley, the
pre,idcnl 's budgcl is aimed at
ensuring accc'>S to postsecondary
cduca1ion for about 7 million
,1udcnts.
The Ocpar1men1 of Educa1ion
will exp.and 1hc Oircc1 Student
Loan program from 5 percen110 40
percent of the overall Muden1 loan
volume. The dcpartmcn1 has been
working effec1ivcly to implemen1
!he new dircc1 lending. "hich will
simplify s1uden1 loan delivery,
provide new flexible repaymcn1

BUlcks l1i
Science ·

C03<1

ks o1
rnni\1
,chor

h his
illing
llS 10
c turc
II no1
:mial

I

op1ions and significanily reduce 1hc
cost of federal s1udcn1 loans 10
1axpaycrs.
Riley poin1cd ou1 1ha1 in order
for studcn1 aid programs to
improve, addi1ional s1aff musl be
hired 10 s1rcng1hen financial
management and posisccondary
ins1i1u1ions musl be monilorcd.
Riley also explained 1ha1 when
he came to 1he Oepanmcm of
Educa1 ion one year ago, he
discovered that there was a $2
billion shortfall in the Pell Granl
funding.
"I am happy 10 rcpor1 1hat in
1995 lhcy will not only pay off the
cnlirc cs1ima1cd remaining
shor1fall, bu1 1hcy will be able 10
raise 1he maximum award by $100
10 S2.400," Riley said.
Rile) said 1hc Ocpartmcnl of
Educalion is asking for a S JOO
million increase in funding for lhe
Work-Study program.
"This will provide an addi1ional
116,000 awards and will supporl
increased opportunilics for college
sludents to perform communily
service, " Riley said.

;(' ~

:j" .7"?r
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Work of late transplant
surgery pioneer lives on
Dr. Samuel L. Kountz's dedication to humanity,
· vements in medicine have been inspiration to many
t,Tlsha M. White
19,Jp Staff Writer
Although many people
a't know hi<. name, many

s ha"e been changed
6iough the v. ork of Dr.
lmacl L. Koun1z.
Kountz v.as 3 medical
•ccr who helped open
lion for 1oday's black doctors
ad 53\'Cd many I ives by
i.cating people about the
for organ transplants.
rautz was one of the most
llpOrtant figures in transplant
iqtry.
Koun1z obtained his
1c1l degree from the
ny of Arkansas. Bui it
DOI until his fellowship
ill Dr. W.J. Dempster in
1-lon 1hat he 100k in1crcst in
lllsplant surgery.
Aflc r returning from
ladon, KounlZ established a
llecasful cl inical 1ransplant
~ at the University of
fllii>rnia al San Francisco.

He al~o established another
successful transportalion
clinic al the Downstate
Medical Cen1er in Brook lyn,
New Yor k. His 1ransplant
Center in Brooklyn was said to
be av. orld class stale of the art
transplant center.
Although Kountz is k nown
for his skill and leadership in
transplant surgery, he is also
known as a dedica1ed
humanist. Dr. Kounlz 1raveled
to South Africa to visit clinics
in Durban, Johannesburg and
Zulond Game Parks. He spoke
at medical schools lhroughout
South Africa and tried to speak
with
s1uden1s,
nu rses,
technicians and reside nts o f
each town he vi,i1cd.
In 197'!.. KounlZ made ii
possi ble
for
1ransplan1
recipients 10 participate in a
session of the Fourth
International Congress of the
Transplantation Society. T heir
participa1ion offered a unique
perspective on transplan1ion
that had never been formally

beard.
KounlZ died in 1981 at age
51 afler a four-year battle wi1h
mal ignam hypertension.
Despi1e his early death, his
legacy as a transplant surgeon
lives on through those be
taught and those he 1reatcd.
I n 1985 t he First
lnlernational Symposium on
Rena l
Failure
and
Transplanta1ion in Blacks was
ded icated to his memory.
La1er, the Internationa l
Symposium on Renal Failure
and Trasplan1i1ion in Blacks
was renamed T he Samuel
Ko untz
Inte rna tiona l
Symposium.
Thi rtee n year~ after his
death Dr. Samue l Kount z
legacy li\'es on. With the hard
work and dcdica1ion of Dr.
Clive Callender 1he Director of
Transplan1 Surgery at Howard
Universi1y Hospital. the NMA
and other organizations have
g iven priori1y to o rgan/1issuc
donation and transplantation.

''Old man winter'' takes
vacation on the East Coast
By Ealena Calle n d er
and Linda Jones
Hilltop Staff Writers

From Bos1on to ll:nnesscc,
severe winier s1orms wreaked
havoc on mosl of 1hc Eas1 Coas1
las1 weekend. Thousands of people
were left wi1hout clec1rici1y,
slippery roads and walkways
caused numerous injuries and air
1ravcl came to a hall.
By laM Saturday nigh1, aboul 3
inches of slcc1 and snow had
accumulated in Washing1on. D.C.
According to the National Wca1her
Srrvice, chics in Sou1h Ccnlral
Pennsylvania go1 up 10 9 inches.
The siorm even reached as far
sou1h as Tennessee and South
Carolina, which experienced a
large area of icing.
Terry Williams, a senior
accoun1 ing
major
from

Philadelphia, said his homelown is
accustomed to heavy snows. He
said 1hc ci1y is nol usually quick to
close schools, bu1 icy condi1ions
lasl weekend caused many
closings.
Senior Public Rcla1ions major
Yve11e Wa1son said she spcn1 a
large part of her Sunday morning
digging her car out of 1he ice.
Although she docs not remember
a time when her homc1own of
Laurens, S.C., go1 more 1han 5
inches of snow, Walson said "ii
was no big deal, you do wha1 you
have 10 do 10 gel where you have
to go."
Bui many found that 1here was
no1hing 1hey could do 10 ball le 1hc
road condi1ions. A severe shortage
of sail and sand lh,ll plagued lhc
en1ire Eas1 Coas1, due 10 previous
winier s1orms, lef1 many areas
with icy, dangerous roads. And
1rcachcrous driving condi1ions

have been blamed for several au10
accidems and dea1hs.
On Feb. 14, several 1housand
rcsiden1s in ll:nnessee were still
lcfl wi1hou1 clec1rici1y. Maryland,
Mississippi, Virginia and Wcs1
Virginia were also dealing wilh
power shortages.
llospitals were busy with
injuries from car accidents a nd
falls on ice. In ice s1orms, the
emergency rooms sec peop le
coming in wilh concussions and
frac1urcs from falls, according 10
Melanie Ada ms, a spokesperson.
for Grea1cr Sou1heas1 Hospital.
But Adams said tha1 compared
to previous s1orms, 1here seemed
10 be less 1raffic in 1hc emergency
room.
" I don'I know if people have
more 1rac1ion ... or since th is is so
severe, maybe i1's scaring people
into slaying inside 1heir homes,"
she said.

Efforts made by relief agencies aid
victims of California earthquake
By Robinson Coo k
Hilttop Staff Writer

Vic1ims of 1hc Sou1hern
California earthquake 1ha1 hi1 Jan.
17 are currcn1ly on 1heir way 10
recovery wilh 1he help of 1he
Federal Emergency Management
Associa1ion ( FEMA) and lhc
American Red Cross.
The earthquake measured 6.5
on the Rich1er scale and caused 57
deaths and over 9,000 injuries.
B01h agencies have dis1ribu1cd
well over S125 million in aid 10 the
more 1han 300,000 disaster victims.
In addition, they will receive SJ
billion from Prcsidcn1 Climon's
SS.6 billion Disas1cr Aid Bill.
The mopey from 1hc bill will be
used 10 hc!lp stabilize rcsiden1s of
1he h ardest hi1 counlics: Los
Angeles. Vemura, Orange and some
parls of San Bernadino Coun1y.
Damage cos1s are cs1imatcd
be1wecn $13 billion 10 $20 billion,
making ii one of the cos1lics1
na1ural disasters in the coun1ry
since Hurricane Hugo.
The firs! few nigh1s after 1he
quake, more 1han 55,000 people
were left homeless-- sleeping in

tenl ci1ies, parks and gymnasiums.
"Many of 1hcm were simply
afraid to go back inlo 1heir homes
in fearing anolher big aflcrshock,"
said David Knickcrson. a
spokesperson for the American Red
Cross. "Bui now 1ha1 the
aflershocks have begun to wane.
many have decided 10 move back
in10 1hc comfort of their homes."
Since 1he relief effort began, the
number of homeless people or
1hosc living in 1emporary shehers
or has fallen 10 22,000. Some $33
million in food siamps has been
issued and S55 million in small
business loans have been approved.
A key fac1or in southern
California ·s recovery is lhc quick
response of the relief agencies.
Of the 55,000 residcn1s whose
homes have been complc1el y
destroyed or damaged, an cstima1ed
21,500 have returned 10 1hcir
property or have found 01her living
accomoda1ions as a result of
monetary housing vouchers issued
by FEMA and the Red Cross.
Overall, 1he Red Cross has
distr ibu1ed more than 100,000
hous ing checks because of i1s
cffec1 ivcness in !urning around

paper work wilhin a two- 10 1hrceday period.
The vouchers include a
promissory nolc from 1he federal
govenmen110 pay 1hc holder's first
month of ren1 for a house or
apartment.
The ,•alue of 1hc voucher, which
may range from S200 · S1,800, is
based on the amoun1 of damage 10
1hc individual's home. FEMA
determines lhe severily of each
viclim's loss 1hrough ind ividual
home asscssmen1s.
"Unlike Florida, 1his lime we
were pro-active. Wi1hin hours of
the earthquake, people from 1he
regional FEMA office in San
Francisco were down in 1hc Los
Angeles area organizing 1hc relief
effon and informing 1hc people of
where 10 go 10 receive aid," said
Dave Marlin, a spokesperson for
FEMA.
Nei1her of 1he relief agencies
opera1ing in California have an
explicil dale by which they plan 10
cxil the disaster area because is no
real way of guaging 1he number of
people 1hat will come into 1he
offices wi1hin 1hc coming weeks.

WRITERS NEEDED FOR THE
NATIONAL PAGE

IF INTERESTED PLEASE CONTACT
EALENA CALLENDER
AT (202) 806-6866
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M.O.R.E. - The Minority Officer Recruiting Effort- helps
men and women with money for tuition today, and the promise
of an exciting career tomorrow.
If you are a minority student
attending an HBCU or a member
school of the HACU. or other approved
institutions with significant minority populations. you could be eligible
for M.O.R.E.
That could mean up to two years
of full college tuition. and many
other benefits .

And when you graduate. you"ll be
an officer in the U.S. Coas t Guard.
And while you may not spend your
entire three years on the sea. you will
set sail on an exciting and rewarding
course for your future
Tofindoutifyouqualify, contact:
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Planning on being In Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, or Pennsylvania
during spring break? Here 's your chance to get a Jump on the employment
scene with The Pr11denllal.
If you 're an Information Systems, Accounting, Finance, Economics,
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Business, Math or Liberal Arts major, we encourage you to submit your
resume for our review. If you meet our requirements, you'll be Invited to

TIIE U.S. COAST GUARD
BE PART OF THE ACTION
Anthony Johnson
Coast Guard Recruiter

Interview with us betwee n March 28 and April 1.

The Prudential, Corporate College Relations, Dept. HD, 213 Washington
Street, Newark, NJ 07102·2992. An equal opportunity employer.
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INTERNATION

,outh Africa Day conference urges Am.erican
)Olitical leaders to give develop1nent support
~le Elson
~~1~8f

1bc Re, Jesse L. Jackson
~nJtor for the District of

~ admonished registered

,,oodo not vote in national

~31 elections of their
~ - intention in wanting
S,:cith Africa to ob,,crvc the
rk,1ion, there April 27.
µ...,n \\IS one of several
, t la'>t Thursday's South
Dai conference held at
n "Auditorium. Mayor
I'! 11 Kcllv also delivered a
- ::on supporting the day
raging district residents
•: <Jmc. The conference
'" ·South Africa: On the
: Dai break ...
rec D.C. and free South
The empowering of one is
•'>cnin$ of the other," said
,trc"1ng that ,tatehood
I)i;Uict "''uld gi,e shadow
the right to ,ote, possibly

Pondering Issues on the Road of Youth are; (left) Desnel Leaf.
Camp, former president of the African Students Association;
Terri Wade, president of HUSA; and Oronde MIiier, of the South
Africa Committee at the Cramton Auditorium on Thursday.

strengthening South Africa voting
relations with Congress. He
reminded the audience that it was
through the Congressional Black
Caucus' efforts that the United
States policy became more
consistent with the struggle there
for freedom.
Jackson emphasized that after
South Africa·., open elections, the
country will need skilled people
and profcssiorrnls such as doctors,
nurse,, engineers and teachers to
help with 11s development.
His comments came after Dr.
Robert Cummins, chairman of the
Department of African Studies and
master of ceremonies, disclosed
that Howard, alon& with other
distinguished orgamzations and
individuals, was invited to observe
the South Africa elections and will
be taking a contingent from April
to May.
But keynote speaker Nco
Moikangoa. deputy head for the
Office of the National Chairman of

the African National Congress,
cautioned tha t those going to
observe the e lections should be
capable of "grave political
judgement" and lie persons "whose
hearts are in the right places."
The diplomat said South Africans
would feel much better to know
that many of their American
brothers and sisters came to see
whe ther th e elections were
conducted freely.
Moikangoa told a diverse
audience of Howard students, staff,
faculty and Banneker High School
students that attainment of a black
freely-elected government was not
the end of the struggle, but rather,
a more difficult pliase will ensue
post-elections. W hereas elections
in many countries signal
democracy, he said, in South Africa
they mean "another battle in which
the forces of freedom will engage
the forces of oppression."
He said even though the victory
will open tremendou~ possibilities,

Book with Mandela's
speeches promoted on
South Africa Day

~elson Mandela Speaks''
~ceives high praises
Harris
~Stl!IWrlter
l'l·tnd) published speeches

\bndela received high
• a, an "es,entrnl
• for people engaged in
)trui;glc, and_ the fight
cc and racism
reason, according to
11:hcmbu. assi,tant to the
~ntau,e ol the African
lllllgrt,,. tht collection ol
btlcd "Scbon Mandela
Forging a De mo cratic
Svuth Africa" s ho uld be
:;.ting for those interested

, bool is an essential
.. not only for Mudents
African politics. but for
.JC1 of struggle for those
:~<ed. facing injustice.
cilbigou, the ,,orld over.
rrov1a~ ·an in,ight into
\bndcla's thinking." he
mnar~. along with those
ml other speakers. were
htht Feb. 10 launching of
~ -.hich is a collection of
rm·,_peeches since his 1990
r...m prison. The event took
. · the Armour J. Blackburn
~ Center Gallery Lounge.
-: ..-a, part of the Howard
,;11 South Africa Day
:s.aimcd at creating greater
,,f the i,;.~ues leading to
::«lion, on April 27 and
taioochallengcs Se,eral of

the guests included diplomats from
many front line countries of Africa.
Pathfinders Bookstore and
various departments, along with
many student organizations,
sponsored the program, beginning
with a reception. Pathfinder Press
published the hook.
"This book is a landmark, a
groundbreaking for the new world
we are building. This book can be
called a classical reference book
for all students engaged in Mudying
modern history,"said Roger Dcsair,
of the An11lican Center of I laiti
Desair also stressed that there
is n uni,crsal commonality in the
slr!,lgglc fOf equality. "Th~ strnggle
going on in South Africa ,s-ihe
same everywhere there is injustice.
treading on human digntty and
disrespect of basic human rights ..
. My final wish is that the coming
elections in South Africa will not be
overruled by the dying srstem the
way it happened in Haiti,' he said.
Other speakers noted the victory
the South African people arc
experi_cncing against aparthe}d,
most importantly the upcoming
free elections. They agreed that a
greater challenge faced South
Africa and the ANC upon winning
the
government,
namely
transforming the country into a
democratic nation.
"Having not participated in
government before, having not been
able 10 make decisions or occupy
positions of authority, we will have
to prepare ourselves to govern the
countr}:•· Mthembu saio.

heritage of educating young women
and men from throughout the
African Diaspora; and an institution
founded on the premise that
education is the key to liberation."
The theme of the

By Gloria McFleld
Hilltop Staff Writer

Howard University's South
Africa Day was celebrated Feb. JO
with the launching of a book
collection of speeches by famed
African National Congress leader,
Nelson Mandela, at the Armour J.
[ Blackburn University Center.
In support of the event, President
~ Frank lin G. Jenifer applauded
-g_ Pathfinder Press and Pathfinder
.2 Bookstore for the timely
_,,,., ,., 1 °f publication of "Nelson Mandela
.::l Speaks: Forging a Democratic,
1i Nonracial South Africa." In his
o statement, Jenifer said the book
~ "provides keen insights into the
L..:..--...1..-~c..J a. movement to dismantle the barriers
Addressing the Nelson Mandela book launching Is
of apartheid and build a democratic.
Rhonda WIiiiams of Tampa University at the Blackburn Gallery
nonracial South Africa."
Lounge last Thursday.
Jenifer added, ..,, is especially
appropriate, I might add, that this
Dr. Franklyn G. Jenifer
"We are witnessing the birth of celebration of the publication of
Some speakers also drew
commemoration, "South Africa on ,
'Nelson Mandela Speaks' be held
parallels between the struggle for our new Palestine at the same time
freedom in their countries and the the ANC accomplishments have at Howard Universit)\ an institution
the Brink of Daybreak," was based
struggle in South Africa.
turned the situation in South Africa
known throughout the world for its on a recent speech by Nelson
Abdellatif Rayan, of the Palestine
forthebcncfitofthcmajority. South
tradition of committed b lack
Mandela on the 82nd anniversary
Affairs Center. said Palestine
Africa will have its firSI free
intellectualism and activism in the of the African National Congress'
shared a kinship with South Africa,
elections, and the same will happen cause ofJ·ustice·, an institution with
founding.
in my home land Palestine
and he eq_uatcd apartheid to the
Israeli military occupation in
hopefully in the coming months," ••a- s.• r•o•n•
g- g.lo•b•a•l•o
• •u •• l•
o•o•k•a• n•d-a- - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
he said.
Palestine. He also remmded the
audience that both countries are
experiencing
victory
over
oppression.

'°

A Glance Around the World
BY. Glorla McFleld

~itian crisis challenges U.S. Caribbean policy
Front Line

'lbourne Watson
·gtbc Cold War, the United

1,i,,poscd wcial democratic
ia Haiti that were against
t!ly lcrrorbtic tendencies of
insm. The U.S. felt
lllj that the overthrow of the

t

rcgime prior to the end of

Id War would provide

_lt>crage to shape the
Ill Haiti. But Washington
counted on the popular
llfthcdowntrodden Haitian
to fight for a social
ic ~lution to the Haitian
1'-did the U.S. anticipate the
tic of the U.S.S.R. and how
• t -.uuld deprive it of one
:.ct of anti-communism as a
·policy principle.
~.a, U.S. allies and clients
to assert their relative
\Jenee from Washington on
1or important matters Iikc
l'lde and human rights, the
il, a ,ingle hegemony,
gton finds it difficult to
li<:onscnsus common to the
}cof lhc Cold War.
, 'Ole of international bodies
fl: United Nations and the
~onof American States in
un crisis have also limited

Washington's ability to treat the
Haitian crisis as a problem within
the framework of the Monroe
Doctrine: i.e. belonging in
America's backyard. The move by
the O.A.S. to specify the
importance of Civil Society relative
to the state in considering a strategy
for Latin America's development in
the post-Cold War era adds strength
to the radical democratic forces in
Haiti who understand the limited
appeals of traditional libernlism to
the Haitian masses; this partly
explains why their support for Jean
Bertrand-Aristide is based on the
adoption of a social democratic
strategy. However, as Alex Dupuy,
a Haitian sociologist, has argued,
there has been a concerted effort by
the U.S. via the Agency fo r
International Development and the
World Bank 10 block chances for a
social democratic solution to the
I laitian crisis.
The significance ofthe prob_l~ms
facing Haiti lies in how pohucal
outcomes there might affect
perceptions of Haiti in other parts
of Latin America and the
Caribbean where the social foatures
and effects of structural adjustment
have assumed the form of purgatory
for the masses without any end in
sight. U.S. ambivale~ce tow_ard
AriMidc may be explained against
the backdrop of liberalism and the
celebration of market forces based
on the strategy to rcstrucJure
society and class relations
according to a neo-conscrva11ve
agenda at the global level.
.
Aristide is seen as a poten11ally
dangerous fact?r ,~ho. combines a
radical rcdistnbu 11on1st program
with radical theology that is capable
of s h aking people's faith in
traditional concepts of the
relationship between state, church
and the individual.
In effect, the structural crisis in
Haiti raises questions about the
relationship between liberal ,_nd
communitarian concepts of ius11ce

South Africans must overcome the
socio-economic
legacy
of
apartheid, which has millions of
blacks living in poverty and
illiteracy.
Moikangoa, in acknowledging
Howard University's supportive
role in assisting South Africans in
acquiring business skills, said there
is a need to make money available
to ass ist South Africans with
acquiring other skills.
The opening ceremony was also
addressed by Turri Wade, president
of the Howard Univcrs.ity Student
Association; Dr. Franklin G. Jenifer.
president of Howard University;
Dr. Joyce Ladner, vice-president of
Academic Affairs; and I loward Pan
African Messengers.
A series of panel discussions was
organized about the topics "Role of
Youth and Students,' "Education
and Culture in South Africa,"
"Political Transition"
and
"Reconstruction/Reinvestment in
South Africa."

and prospects for any form of
capitalist democracy in Haiti. The
general disposition of the Haitian
masses toward the state is evidence
of their skepticism about liberalism
and of the ruling class' attitude
toward them: the stale in Haiti is
seen by the masses as a distinctly
negative force. Whereas in the
liberal image of God and the state,
there have been a number of
mutually reinforcing political
symbols God as having
dominion and the paternalistic
welfare God, as argued by David
Nicho lls
in
"Deity
and
Domination" (I 994)- the masses
of Haitians see the state as a
terrorist institution from which they
must recoil and hide for their safety.
There is hardly a notion of the
state as a beneficent welfare
institution. The struggle by the
popular masses to restructure their
society toward the ends of realizing
political and civil rights of
citizenship has to be understood in
this context, for they know that the
aims of the terrorist state are at
variance with the struggle for the
autonomy of the civil society in
both the private and public sense.
The state in Haiti and the ruling
class in whose primary interest it
rules sec the potentia l realization of
popu lar power by the masses of
propertyless people as a threat to
the c ulture of ne$ative freedom on
which their security has been based.
The state and the ruling class see
the I laitian masses in classic terms
- such as lacki ng the education,
c ivility, sophistication and other
mea ns to participate fully in
citizenship, hence the crisis in I laiti
masks the strategy of dominant
interests to deny the development of
civ il society toward autonomy.
Aristide's strategy, if allowed to
take root, could have a potential
impact in heigh tening popular
interest in revolutionary democracy
in the region. Revolutionary
democracy rests on the idea of

participatory democracy that is
anathema to liberalism in its moral
and ethical premises. This is a
challenge that the neo-libcral
project of global capitalism is
designed to confront and neutralize.
U.S. foreign po\icy toward Haiti is
conscious of this and the U.S. finds
itself in an ambivalent posi tion
relative to the restora ti o n of
Aristide to power in Haiti.
The challenge to U.S. foreign
policy toward Haiti is a challenge
to liberalism now and in the future.
In the Haitian crisis, the U.S. may
have found one of the most severe
tests to the principles it cherishes
and which may prove less than
adequate to the challenges of the
post-Cold War era. What the U.S.
prefers is a military that is capable
of being reformed to act in
consonance with the aims of civil
society in an "open" capitalist
system. The cha llenges of
globalization set new parameters
for the nation-state system as a
historical construct.
The difficulty of dealing with the
Haitian problem points to the crisis
of the nation-state model and
demands new strategics that may
continue to be thwarted by the
cu ltural constraints and dominant
class interests that abide well under
the status quo in Haiti.

The fi11al parr of a two-part article
that started last week. Extracted
from a larger paper - "U.S.
Foreig11 Policy Toward Haiti," it
was presentetl at tire co11fere11ce
"The role of Etlrics i11 U.S. Foreig11
Policy'' at Howard U11il'ersity 011
Ja11. 27. The co11ferc11ce was
spo11sored by the /11ternario11al
Affairs Ce11ter, the Departmem of
Philosophy anti th e School of
Di1•i11ity. \lhtso11 is a professor in
the Deporr111e11t ofPolitical Scie11ce.

Grenada and Caracou
St. Georges - The Grenada

Hilltop Staff Writer

Haiti

Port-au-Prince - Haiti's fuel
shortage problems increased Feb.
12 when an explosion wiped out
the counuy's center fur contraband
gasoline and diesel. Warehouses,
stores. a hotel and two loaded fuel
trucks were also destroyed. The
cause of the blast has not been
determined,
Fire
fighters
exterminated the fire, and police
reported no casualties. The
explosion along the Rue de Cesar
in downtown Port-au-Prince
destroyed tens of thousands of
gallons of contTaband fuel stored in
ihe warehouses m drums, plastic
containers and jugi,.
This late.~t loss further agitates the
severe fuel shortage in Haiti. which
has resulted from a U.N. fuel
embargo reimposed in October to
force mililar)' leaders, who
overthrew President Jean-Bertrand
Aristide in September I 991, to
allow the return llf the deposed
president. (Associated Press)
Norway
Oslo - Undeterred by video
survcillaocc. two thieves broke into
the National Gallery in central
Oslo Feb. 12 and removed one of
the world ·s most famous paintings.
"The Scream," by Edvard Munch.
With the Winter Olympics in
Llllehammcr approachmg. there is
the possibility that the theft could
be a stunt for extortion. According
to Knut Berg, the National
Gallery's director, it would be
impossible to sell the priceless
pamting. (Reuters)

St. Vincent and the Grenadines
Kingstown - Prime Minister
James Mitchell of the New
Democratic Party in St. Vincent
and the Grenadines is basing his
par!y's
platform
on
_its
achievements over the past fwc
)'Cars as it seeks u new mandate in
the Feb. 21 general elections. -~th
the NOP and the oppos1hon
alliance headed by Vincent Beach
are concentrating on domestic
issues and not on the subregional
question of Windward Islands
political unity. (Caribbean New~
Agency)

government. headed by Nicholas
Brathwaite,
has
cited
unemployment and drug abuse as
his country's two greatest concerns.
Also, Grenada's oTficial celebration
at Queen's Park to mark the 20th
anniversary of Independence on
Feb. 7 was cut short when the
public address system failed.
(Caribbean News Agency)

Jamaica

Kingston Another major
customs racket has been uncovered
by Jamaica's Revenue Protection
Division surrounding millions of
dollars of goods that have been
smuggled mto the country with
false documentation on such
electronic equipment as appliances
and satellite receivers. According
to the acting head of RPD1 Mike
Scary, several large companies and
individuals arc now under
inve.stigation.
In late January. the RPO also
uncovered four more ties in the
multi-million dollar transportation
racket. Sixty-five top-of-the-line
motor cars have been recovered in
the scam estimated to have cost the
Jamaican government more than
$14 million in customs· duty.
(Caribbean News Agency)

Barbados

Bridgetown 1\vo British
brotlicrs appeared before a
Barbados court Feb. 7 on charges
of indecent exposure whi le
performing before a capacity
audience 01 ~ scream in1: women.
The men, appearing' before
Magistrate Carlyle Greaves,
pleaded guilty to paradin~ with
their pemscs ex~d at night
spot. ln a mitigation pica their
<fefcnse lawyer argued that all the
women who attended were over the
age of 18, were not forced to attend
and had paid an admission fee.
Noting that the maximum penally
was a five dollar fine, or
alternatively 14 days in prison,
Magistrate Greaves convicted.
reprimanded and discharged the
men. His parting words to them.
"The next time you want to
discharge the amciety of women, t•y
it in another country."(Caribb~an
News Agency)
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Candidates discuss platforms at speakout
ernational student surcharge.
Undergraduate Trus1ee candidate Oronde Miller agreed voicing
studcn1 concerns such as the University"s governmen1 surcharge on
international students, is n job
requirement for any Undergraduate 'trustee
.. I have talked to several studenls on campus including our
inlcrnational s1udcnts who have
1he extra burden of a surcharge as
lhcy study at I loward University,"
Miller said. "They all wan1 the
surcharge 10 be lifted, but lhey
lhink it would be more feasible
and realistic 10 have 1ha1 money
redirected hack to them."
As a solulion to the surcharge

problem, HUSA candidates Reginald X and McDougald plan to
carry on the HUSA scholarship for
international students implemented by this year's ''Resolution for
Change" administration.
·'Many students simply don't
know what lhe in1ernational student surcharge is,'' Reginald X
said "Nneka and myself understand the ramifications of the surcharge and plan 10 con1inue the
llUSA Scholarship offered by the
administration of Terri Wade and
myself.
Reginald X and McDougald
said they plan 10 conlinue and
improve on severa l of the programs ins1i1u1ed under 1he passing
adminis1ration, despite claims thai
Wade's recent ac1 ions on behalf of
campus vendors divided lhe stu-

dent bod).
·'Put yourself in Terri's shoes.
This sister wasn't gelling paid.
had her law school chances threat•
ened, and still chose 10 s1and up
and figh1 for students' concerns,"
Reginald X said. " Ironically, 1he
s1udents she risked everything 10
la ke a stand for arc 1he same one'!,
th at are criticizing her. But J',c
gol her back!"
Tulib Karim, lhc only one of
1hree graduale trustee candidates
10 a11end the speak ou1, made his
opening remarks and left af1er
briefly adding 10 the discussioo of
the University's financial aid opera1ions.

Make yot!ir · •· ···•·

voice coun-

1:r

Don't forget tO vote
next week!!}. .;· · ·.; ·, ~-·

THE HILLTOP STAFF
WISHES EVERYONE A HAPP1
AND SAFE PRESIDENT'S
DAY
EEKEND!!
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Delano Lewis Imparts knowledge/B2
Root, root, root for the Blsonl/85

People/B2
Sports/BS

O'iTIUS DATE IN
11.,\CK IUSTORY...
lf>AA the Quakers of GcrmanPa. made the first formal
agam,1 ,Ja,cry in colonial
\mCCICa.

111,\IR RAISING DISCO\. ERY
,\ SIU

>l nc3rly 600,000

o who were followed for seven

"ho did not color their hair.

nc ,1udJ noted that about oneof American women d)·c their
tnO'.-tlJ 10 brown or blond
Db Researchers found that even
mg-term u.se of permanent dyesIr 111 )Car. or more-did not
srmc cancer death risks.

GARRETT P. MORGAN, born in Paris, Tennessee in 1875,
moved to Cleveland, Ohio in 1895, where he invented a belt fastener for sewing machines. His invention of the smoke inhalator won him the grand prize at the Second International Exposition of Sanitation and Safety in 1914. He also invented the traffic
light.
By Natalie Y. Tullis
I hlltop Stoff Writer

P.B DOWNING invented the modern mailbox.
MADAM C,J. WALKER is America's first black woman millionaire. She was born in Louisiana in 1867. She was a laundrc.~~ before she discovered a hair straightening process, "the
Walker System."
JOHN S'D\NDARD 's refrigerator, that he discovered in 1834, compressed air and ether as
a coolant.
WILLIAM M. FECTON, who grew up on
a small farm in Georgia, and later migrated
to New York, wa~ naturally bright and gifted with mechanical ability. He later invent•
ed a device that washed cars automa1ically.

ELIJAH MCCOY invented an automatic lubrication device for Meam engines.

H.C. HAYNES, who held a
job as a barber in the south,
founded a company that man- •
ufoctured razor straps.

LEWIS LATIMER. born an Chelsea. Massachusetts, in I 848. studied electrical engineering
and drartsman,hip. I le is the inventc1r of an
inc,pcnshc collon-thrcad filamcnl. \\hich
m.,dc electric lii:ht practical for homes.
MEREDITH GOURDINE, a pioneer in energy conver.ion, is the inventor of many prod•
ucts and processes based on the use of elcctrogasdynamics.
LEWIS TEMPLE. a blacksmith, lived in New
Bedford. MassachusctL~ from 1830-1854. In 1926,
Clifford Ashley wrote, ··1t is safe to say that the
"1l:mple Toggle" was the most important single
invention in the whole histor) of whaling.· He
invented a mo,cablc harpoon head, which rc,olutionized the whaling indumy.

G.F. GRANT. a dentist who graduated from Harvard Dental School,
in 1870, was the Dental school's
first black instructor. He was
renowned for hi~ dental bridgework.
I k . lsn p..1entcd the golf tee in 1899.

BOONE
SA RAH
devised a narrow wooden
board with padded covering with collapsible leg
support and called it an
ironing board.

OT I S
BOYKIN invent•
ed the control unit
in artificial heart
stimulators. and an
electrical device
used in all guided
missles and IBM
computers.

As stated in Blacks in Science,
which was edited by Ivan Van Sertima, ··tnvcntors who were black
arc first and foremost products of
their unusual American experiences as black people. From the
outset. as people, they were regarded as being 'different,' and their
subsequent treatment \\aS contingent almost ~olcly upon this condition.''

Snipes' Sugar Hill : a New Jack City with a conscience

./:Qm The Washington Post

TO EACH lilS OWN
"The adults in my life told me I
Clllld do anything if I was deter~ and resourceful. .. ! was
apectcd to be ambitious because
ktt was an intrinsic pleasure in
~!ling, not because I had to prove
lll)thing to whites."
Eric V. Copage
0STIIE BATTLE WITH

-from The Washingt on Post

NORBERT RILLIEUX, born a slave in New Orleans in 1806,
was educated in Paris, France. I le taught and published several
papers on steam engines and steam economy. He invented a vacuum evaporator for turning cane juice into white sugar crystals.

Revolutionary black inventors ... the phrase is
almost 5ynonymous with the names George Wash•
ington Carver for his work with the peanut and the
soybean in agriculture. and Charles Drew for his life
saving research in the field of blood plasma prcven•
tion. Overlooked arc the dolens of other black contributors to th,· fields ot scienc.:. agriculture and tcchnologic.11 advancements.
According to Robert C. llaydcn. who is author of
three boo~ on black inventors and inventions. there arc a number of outstanding black inventors of the 19th and 20th centuries. By 1913. it was estimated that as many as one thousand
inventions were patented by black Americans.
This week in honor of Black History Month, Tumpo highlights the
unsung or unknown black inventors:
JANE. MATZELIGER is the inventor of the lnMing
machine which revolutionized the shoe making
industry It was patented on March 20, 1883.

The ,tudy , conducted by
lldtel J. Thun 3nd colleagues :11
lit American Cancer Society and
k L:S. Food and Drug Administra'"'-' published in a recent issue
lflhe Journal of the National CanlZI ln,1itutc

"Kathleen Battle's unprofessional
ttion., during rehearsals...were
llOilundly detrimental to the artistic
lllllaboration among all the cast
riembers, which is such an essential
IIXnponent of the rehearsal process,"
~h Volpe. general manager of
The Metropolitan Opera, said. "I
Ciluld not allow the quality of the
Pllbrmance to be jeopardized. I
lr.t taken this step (firing Kathleen
Battle) to insure that everyone
lll>lvcd in the pmduction will be
tic to rehearse and perform in an
lmosphere that makes it possible
Iii them to perform at their best."

Putse/B3
Hilltopics/B1 o

GRANVILLE T. WOODS, who began inventing in 1885, made significant contributions in the fields of electricity, steam boilers and
automatic air brakes. He secured 35 patents for electro-mcdhanical devices, bringing about improvements in telegraphy, telephones, automatic cut-offs for electrical circuits and electric
motor regulators.

Hov.c,cr, there appeared to be
l!!IC ri,k of developing cancer
IIIO!lg the fewer than one percent of
1011!Co who used black shades for
ll)tm or more. The darker the d)e
it gr~tcr the concentratton of
pllttltiall) cancer-causing chemiCl!!,'the study said.

lmLE

Find yours on the Hllltoples pagel/81 0

FREDERICK MCKINLEY JONES invented a refrigeration unit that
transformed the food transport industry in this country.

' 1@Nd011i
''@NdOnz

l[,ICK HISTORY
BIGHUGHTS
Science and technology " the
tell( of The HILLTOP for this
1ttl. African-Americans have been
;iling ,irides in this arena even
tciJc v.c cro,sed the waters and
lll(CCJ thiscountry. However, many
,OGI ,n,cntors who developed
,cdlani,m~ that have improved the
paiity o!lifc. have been virtually
IIDl:k,, and have been given little
,:icdit :-,Cc,crthclc", our stndes m
illdu,tr) of <.<:1ence and technolo
I! cootinuc. And with engineers like
i,arJ Harri> and Michael Spencer
~ing detailed research of the
ll9lllll chip and its uses, the discovlll science and technology will
cdly continue.
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Phat tam gets the axe .. JB3

By Melinda Spaulding
Hilltop Staff 'Writer
1lic setting i, Harlem. The mood
is sokmn. The issues arc rompclling.
And the star is \\l...Jey Snipes.
'M:sley Snipes? '\cs, \\l:sley
Snipes is back with yet another film
and perhaps his ma;1 dramatic clbt
to date.
"Sugar Hill," the latl!!,l rel= by
'Rvcntieth 0:ntury Fox. is a p<M-'Crful
sa~ about n,'<lcmption and Jo,,:. 1l1e
film centers around the price two
brothers arc i>raxl 10IX'Y to fulfill their
destinks in a high~~ i:lrronunl of the Mroel'>.
The t\\O brotJicr.; arc Rocmello and
Raynathan Skugg.~: Snipes and
Midiael \½ight. rcspcclivcly.
lnan intcl'VK!\vwith'fllemUTOP,
Producer Rudy Langlais e.xplained
that "the movie i.~ abo •t emotion and

101/C. It's about tragedy and love and
tragedy i.~ moving and cfrectivc. The
tragedy that the main ch.-uacter Romello faces is one ofrecalling achildhood
filled with drug trafficking by his
father and drug-abuse by his mothct
He then rcalizeS that he, as an adult, has
become a tool of the drug trade himscU:" Langlais said.
"Sugar Hill" depids the mind-set
of RomeUo, the )OOJlge~ yet wiser
brothc~ illUSlrnting how he arrived at
Ilic point of being a drug lord. Anoth·
er New Jack Oty? v.tU, both movies
sharca=monality: lhcybothglam•
ori/.c the "benefit:;" of drug dealing.
11,c two ruling brothers of Harlem,
Romello and Raynathan, wear
Armani and ¼r.,accsuits, live in Pent·
house apartments. and can have any
woman they wmt. RomeUo is shown
i~dc of his Jaguar more than any
01her setting.

But unlike some of recent drugreln1ed movies. '"Sugar Hill'' is somewhat different It's New Jack City
with a ronsci.cnce.
"I think VJC'vchadenoughoftho5e
·ruw in the hood' type of m<MCS,''
said the very opinionated Snipes in a
recent HIUIOP interView.
There is an efilrt by the makcis of
this film and its actors to sro,v a different side of the drug-dealing busines.5. The movie shows the emotion•
al side of the main characters and
how they fi:cl about themselves and
what ~ey arc doing to their rommunity In fact, the main portion of this
clbt deab with Romcllo'sdoci<;iorl to
walk away from the Iii: he knc,,vs tor
the promise ofa ocw one with his lo\e
interest, Melissa. plnycd by actress
Theresa Randle.
The nature of Romelloand Melissa 's relationship pinpoints yet anolher reason why "Sugar Hill" is not the
typical drug-dealing movie. The
movie docs ll(l( glorify the sexual relationShip of the l\-O; in fact, there is no
love scene whatsoevct
Acoording to Snipes, '\\e did shoot
one, but the directors edited it OUL
(They) clidn't fi:cl it was needed.'' What
they did keep is a taStCfu1 CXlllr1Ship and
the portrayal of a \\00l3Jl who takes a
stand agaimt her boyfriend's lili:Stylc.
Hc,..veYCC, violence docs run mm•
pant in "Sugar Hill" and the amount
ofit may be disheartening to some, but
enticing to others. The violence is
depicted in a gr.iphic nature like other
films of its kind And that is c,,roctly
wll.11 the people rcspons,ole ilr"Sugar
Hill" wanted.
"Hopefully it ( the message) will
get through," Langlais said.
TocoW(Xtunitytooo~c1ram'llicwasa v.eloomcchange i:rSnipes
,vtnsc la<,1 i:w efix1s h.l\'C been aclXl'l
films. H<,.v di! he pn;xire u this film?
"I kcep a libmry of emotions and
experiences. I like the charactc~ he's
struggling. My bcs1 films arc the ones
thal get cbMl to the nilly gritt)!" Snipes
ackbl.
Snipcssaicl he's happy wit h his
latest project. He rates this
perfor mance as an A++.
'1 think SugarHill is agood~ i:r
the >oms people woo miglll be watching." Snipes said J-lc said this sray typ-

ifics what so many young , .
African-Amcrialn mc:n C1<J)C- t
ricna: in majacioo! tiuoogllout Ilic countr)( Like Rayoothan,th:y ~ ~ t i : s
in the war to surviw on the

+

~

"It's about the quicksand
efJect of the drug busincsS
and or ghcno tire period ll's
000,ll trying lO climb oot of a
holetors:uptoarerlairtbcl.
and getting sucked back
ck:,.vn,'' Snipes~
Sugar Hill is more than a
movie. It's a reality-based
story which illu:.tralCS both

sidcsoC&reet lii!. 11 shows
that the strong-willed
do survive and that the
streets take a toll on
youngvictims.
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Fornier C&P head takes the hellll of NPB j
Delano Lewis to becom.e first black to head nation's leading public radio station
··11 was a real personal decision.
I had over JO years in the federal
government and over 20 year, in
business, I really wanted lo do
something e lse, con1rihu1c in a
different way to society and to the
communi ty," Lewis said. "This
[position at NPR] came along and
11 sounded good and the more I fell
about it, 1he more excited I

became."

'

Delano Le wis, President National Public Radio

BY. Ramonlca Rice

Hilltop Staff Writer
Givini; up a position as president
and ch ief executive officer of
Chesapeake & Potomac lclephone
Company 10 become the first black
president and ch ief executive
officer of National Public Rad io,
the nation\ leading public radio
station, may seem quite unusual to
some. but for Delano Lewis it was
yet anolher conquered challenge.
Lewis said he desired 10 make a
different kind of contribution 10
sociel)'· When he received the call
from an execu1ive search firm to
serve as president and CEO of
NPR, he thought about the
opponunity and last month made a

decision to change careers.
··1 had been with the telephone
company for twenty or so years and
as I was approaching age 55 a
couple ~·cars ago, I started thinking
maybe II was time for a change in
careers,'' Lewis said.
Pro~rams such as "Morning
Edition' and ·· All Things
Considered" gave Lewis the
opportunity 10 progress in another
realm of the communications
industry.
One might wonder why anyone
would want to leave a 1elcphone
communications empire, where
there arc day-to-day breakthroughs
in technology? Lewis modcslly
said 1ha1 he felt it was time to play
a new game.

For Lewis, there arc a few
differences be1wcen Ihe radio and
telephone industries. So far, Lewis
is managing less employees at the
radio station 1han he did at C&P1he telephone company\ slafl "as
3000, whereas at NPR it i, 400. I le
also explained that the telephone
indus try is a profit making
business, whereas, NPR is a nonprofit radio station. I lowcvcr, some
th ings have remained lhc same.
"We arc sti ll about the busines.s
of gcuing thing.~ done ... motivaling
people and reachini; goals and
object ives;· Lewis said.
Lewis plans lo expand the
slation's audience into other ethnic
communil ic, hy developing more
creative and cultural programs.
Currently, NPR 's format provides
the world with new,, tal~ and
cullural programming. The
majority of the station·s listeners arc
midd le- to upper-income white
males.
I
··11 's a fairly narrow slice of
America, but that doesn't mean that
it should be that way," Lewis said.
'"Wade in lhc Waler," a new
cu ltural pr0$ram, is an illustration
of how African-American gospel
music and songs have evolved.
According to Lewis, "Wade in the
Water"" presents an understanding
of how hymns, quartets and
contemporary gospel describe the
struggles. trials and trihulations of
black people ··
While growing up in Arkansas
City, Kansas and later Kansas City,
Kansas, Lewis loved performing
dramatizat ions and tap dances, as
well as listening to music: however.
his thoughts and dreams were
always about lending a helping
hand. Now is his opportunity 10
combine the two dreams.
•'Most of my dreams were about
the business of helping people. I

grew up in the 50s and I was
co ncerned abou t segregat ion,
discrimination. and civil rights,"
he said.
These dreams motivated Lewis
to a11end l(1w school a1 Washburn
School of Law in 1963, so lhat he
could contribute 10 the Civil Rights
Movement. Lewis earned his
bache lor's degree in pol it ical
science and history from the
University of Kansas in 1960.
I lowevcr, Lewis' dreams of
practicing law in the courtroom
were lcmporaril) interrupted when
he fell in love and married his
college sweclhcart while in law
school. Lewis ha~ been married for
33 years and has four sons.
After law school, Lewis was
appointed attorney for the U.S.
Department of Justice and moved
with his family to Washington, D.C.
" I've always had use of the
political system and government as
being important 10 changing things
and making life belier for African
Americans and others," Lewis said.
Lewis has held other positions
with government agencies -he
spent three year, ,n Africa a,
associate director in Nigeria and
country director in Uganda.
P..,, a firm ad"ocatc for rebui lding
the black community, Lewis had
plenty of role models to steer him
m the direction of t>eing who he is
today. Many of his role models were
school teachers. his high school
principal and even his band teacher.
He also said that many of his
mentors were his brothers in 1he
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternily, Inc.
He slresscd that he "had a lot of
s1rong male role models."
Lew is emphasized that many of
1he problems plaguing black youth
come from not having sufficient
guidance and direction. He has
developed l\Hl theories which he
bclie,es arc anS\\Crs to this crisis
affecting the black community.
··You can't expect the schools 10
do it all. You're going to have 10
have a coordinative effort with the
schools-from families. churches,
the business community and the
government
in terms of
employment opportunilies," Lewis
said. ··we need to develop
indigenous leadership.. .I think we

need to stay in our own
commun ities and sort of build the
leadership fro m within," he
continued.
Lewi, sa id that black college
students must take their degrees
and education back into t heir
communit ies and train their
younger brothers and sisters.
" I encourage you [college
s1udcn1sJ to think about returning
home, I think thal that's what's
go ing 10 turn tha t [problems]
around ... lct youn$ people sec lhat
black on black crime is dcwoyinl\
us, wc·vc gol to be producuvc, ·
Lewis declared.
Le" is has many awards 10 show
for his effons. I lis mosl recent was
an honorary doctorate of humane

le11ers from Bowie State U
for his community lead,~
service.
Lewi, is an active me
many civic and
organi~ations. I le i, th,
president of group, such~
Cultural Alliance of \\a,b~
Friendship I louse and thct
Planning OrganiLation. ud
served on the board of u
of area schooi.., hospitill
other non-profit organiz
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VITAL STATISTICS
Name: Delano L ewis
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Hometown:

Kansas City, Kansas
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Profession:

President, National Public Radio
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Words of Wisdom:
"The sky i.s the limit ...With hard U'ur
and perseruerance and belief in onesei;
you can achieve. It's nothing magic abm,
it, I tel my_own sons, there are no shor·
cuts to success."
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A COMEDY
ABOUT LOVE
IN THE '90s.
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males failed to keep the audience's
attention. They definitely did not do
justice to Jodeci's hit "Cry for You.''
The audience burst into laughter
throughout the song. One girl sitting
in the fifth row from the back
literally fell on the floor when the
group tried to imitate Jodeci.
Brady White, a School of
Communication alumnus, agreed
that Legacy's style could use some
changes.
"Legacy is doing too much
imitation of Jodeci," White said.
"The brothers have
talent

he was using died. Fifteen minutes
later, it was on to Torry.
Now maybe it was jct lag. but
Torrywasn'thavinga·Tmsofunny r1J
r ·
rC
I can easi ly replace Martin
'
Lawrence on Russell Simmons· Def ~
'1
Cokmcdy Jam" n!~ht. Some of his '}i
JO cs were rcpet1t1ve and he didn't ~
~
keep the crowd rollin'. However. he
..,.
did crack a couple of good ones on '- Dear Spke,
Dear Help,
~
some well-known celebrities.
I need a man·s point of vi,:w for my prublcm.
If )'}II fi:el that strongly about the siti~,tion, )OU
'
"When Snoop changed to a r1J My boyfriend is trying to get back with me. The
should do both of you a favor and just end the
Doberman in his video (What's MY ~ CC.'l'iOn w.: bro~ up is bccJu,;e he paid no attention relation~hip. If )0Ur hc:art is not in i1. "Melvin"
C
Name?).
I
didn't
sec
where
.....
1,1
me
and
plavcd
on
me.
Now
11•·
savx.·
that
he
1~•".
·11
·'·fi
·
I
·
"I
h h
d
., To
,
• , ··
v•-'
WI "" tn1tc > notice, and th,11 would probably
e 'dc angc any,
rry ,::
"-·="<•' I tL·>ught
" me. I didn't believe him at fir<;t "'-~~
•~
create more probl ems in the lonn mn. You should.
.Sal Torry
.
· me agam, but
also gained some ,- , tI1 the• was JUst trying to s Iccp w,th
howcve~ let him know that you--owill be there for
support from females in !, he di.In I;:-'.> at until alkr W\: dtd haw sex agnin.
him thmughout bis pcrsoMI crisis. 'This b the time
unc,s
1
the audience when he ;
S K>Uld I ....:hc"\'C him'/
when the two of you should utilize the friendship
pfcment.
said he needed to find a "fl.
b:1sis of your relationship. And )'OU ~-an both be
, ,\o"' left
committed woman.
,
-Confused
free to explore other romantic options.
p 10 be
All audience ~
:pi.
Otar Confused,
sympathy diS:lppcarcd ]
1'hc show
Bctorc I say "hell no," you need to ask }\lursclf
when
R&B
group
long and
7669 hit the stage ti5 two things. First or all, is he giving )\JU any more
Dear Help,
Clair and
wearing
their
"scuba
'a•tcntioa
th~n
the
first
time?
Second,
do
you
tn1s1
Do not pul your.elf through any misery just
didn't do
suits."
Suddenly
bcCllusc
"Melvin" is having personal problems. I
ham? If either oft~ answers a«: "no," then he's
best
Cramton
became
"'"
don't
know
if this char.1,1crib.:., "Mclvm," hut
a dog that 5hould have been killed a, a puppv. The
,rmancc~~··
"Showtime
at
the
"'1'(,1id ··inc
some people arc so 11<:<.-dy that they alwa~ h \'C
' reason he w ited until after he had sex \\'ith you to
Apollo"
a,
.... a, on!\
pcr,;onal crises to keep them from moving torward
'
say
that
he
loves
you
was
to
hook
you.
Do
your;clr
everyone hoped ....
aSI."
in life. h's mcc th:it )OU care fur "Mclvrn. • and I'm
a
fa\'Or
and don't gel played again.
the
Sandman ~
su,rc he "'ould appreciate your support. But you
NO\\; if the answers were ''ye.,," then you
would make a ½
iomc,
a
can support him as a friend rather than a~ a
~ould
tm,t
him
enough
to
work
out
the
guest appearance. S.
pllk1fC majoring \ _ _;...:.....:.-.2.:-.!---'~
-Zhaoe'
significant
ot.hcr who is significantly disintcres1,-d
That one performance was the ::I relationship. Belorc I lca\e you. let me ask )'OU
Chemistry,
S\ftg\09 d\10
in the relationship. Besides, this is vour la~t
this: Arc }OU true to the game?
cJ
"The
"
so catalyst for a large number of
scmc:;tcr
at lloward, so don't wu.~i time in a
students
leaving
Cramton.
,
~•' excellent and
they need to
Many people didn't even stay to ~
relationship that is going nowhere. Judging from
-Spice
J11c"lhrt} and Joe
cultivate their own 5tyle and
the leuers I get. there are enough women on this
did a great JOb." he said.
sound." hear Zhane bccauM: they didn't think .....
~ Dear S\\ect-n-Sour;
campus doing that, und nulSt of them arc holding
De !Joo,. ,1ar1cd -I~ minutes late.
Continuing the laughs that Legacy they would make an appearance.
Zhane did eventually take the t;s
Biz Markie wa, unable to ,tarted. Comedian Donnell got the
the ~hort end of th.: dysfunctional rclation~hip
I want to break up with my boyfriend, but I
stage.
and for those who stayed. ii a.
rim
crowd hyped back up when he
slickha,1.'tl't done so yet bcc-au.sc he b undc~ing a lot
\mlrdang to Clair, who hosted started tripping on the days of was well worth the wait. Their wellof
family problems right rxm l really lm,e him,
tuned voices captivated the
, Biz Markie got in a car yesteryear.
-Sour
but
I realize that there is no future i>r us. M)
after he tried to drive to the
"You know when you used to fry audience. Their jazzy undertones rlJ cnrecr plans .-ill take me to a different state after I
and smooth sounds arc ~
i;roo. DC. lrom N1.'\, 'lurk on bologna you always pulled the red
The vu-ws e:,press,•d in 1h18 column do not
sure to catch them a ..'.. graduate th,s spring. and his career plans do not in
Tl«t'ssarily reflect the t•wws of The llilltnp If
large following.
l:: any way coincide with mi11e i>r the future I don't
:x.bcr gue,ts wrrc ahle to make edge, and
.)'OU have any questwns for Su"<'et-n Sour or
Although the first
W'dnt lo hurt ··Melvin." but I am rcully tired or him,
'\'\l\(rcd
high";~~uv~,~-~l~ll~l\~ve:·•~c=r·_~p~l~a,:1~ic~
::.fir;!o~m~~a-r1,io;u;n~d~;tffhir~~i~::
tspitc
the weather
for Spice, bring your letter to Tiu: Hilltop,
Mop on the tour was
and I want to explore other options bei>rc I
lruing baggy
plagued
by ~ graduate. What should I do?
2251 Shenna11 At>e., N. ~'.. or kaue your letter
can, "ith
mechanical
in The Hilltop mailbox in the Office of
and
problems, rlJ
-Help
Student Activitie._.._
,ucd green
University Records
•
L'>ll has hat to
Vice-President ~
rback. Joe Clair
Darnell Dinkins
1be sho"
simprovemcnts
a
i
d . ._ _
Swe<.'l
_ _ _-n_ _Sour
_ _ _ _ Sweet
____
-n__
Sour
_ _ _ _Sweet
____
-n__
Sour
_ _ _ _Swet:!/-11_ _ _ _ _ __.
d "'ilh a
:JI jokes. ,
will be made in
D.C. is the 'il
future shcw,s.
pbcqoucan ;J,
"We will be
g,,t chicken ~
making
.. C:
Cl:!!bo <.aucc. e
improvements
blid.
i
in the sound
Batthis "tame""',..
because
the
didn't last for P
sound
was
less
~ \\\thin minutes,
than quality at the show:·
yet honest€.
Dinkins
said.
!en O\ertlowcd.
ate off the inside
Dinkins added that the event was
t-those who don't like
like ii was your bonus treat," extremely successful and all the
, l>Llck." he yelled at the
Donnell said through his laughter. artists were impressed with the
i:'cnce. The crowd responded
Next came the a capella sounds audience turnout considering the
'"ave of applause.
of Pure Soul. These four women
oourse Oair did the anticipated
bad weather.
gained audience support with their
Future stops for the Phat Black
itcl) routine of trippin' on the
voiceli. However. they made
College Comedy Jam Tour include
llhers and sistas in the front fO\' smooth
a big mistake when they asked the
Morgan State, Virginia State, the
llnding shout-outs to the native
auditorium full of Howard students University or the District of
'lorkm, and Washingtonians.
not to clap oCf-bcat like their last Columbia, Norfolk and Hampton
IOOJC sister from the audience
audience. Pure Soul just invited Universities, North Carolina A&T,
d
"Springfield.
every person in Cramton to Winston-Salem, and the Atlanta
hu.<eus:·
purposely mess up.
University Center which includes
Otrca.,ily carried her 10 the curb.
After Clair returned 10 the stage.
colleges such as Clark and
ktton the performance list was
his hilarious routine on making love
rte0rding artists Legacy. The was cut short when the microphone Spelman..
member group of 16-vear-olds

,lt11eSl!Howell
.-:» Staff Wrrter
After standing in the sleet for
~ ~'1.ln half an hour on Feb. 8, the
,ofCramton finall> opened to
•.;Jl<l-cd., of people who hoped
,< afunn> sho,v.
,.c,cr. the Phnt Black College
"'-J) Jam Tour. sponwred by
,mity Records, was a
::1"(1in1men1 to some who braved
;,clement weather to sec
-o;;.ins Joe Torr); Joe Clair and
· DJ Biz ~farkic
\.cording to Ja'°n M:1..coe. a
more maJOr mg in
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ffoward production chronicles life,
love of Paul Lawrence Dunbar
Richard A. Chiles

:e: al to the Hilltop
The Howard University Orama
-mment opens 1994 with a
~ reflection of one of our
poignant literary voices.
'Oak and Ivy" chronicles the
ltt,hip and marriage of Negro
rcate Paul Lawrence Dunbar.
poet Alice Ruth Moore, from
1 through 1902.
•,1111cn by Kathleen McGhee4rson. the play is beautifully
•cJ around the poetry of both
bar and Moore. Through the
.:1 own words, Mcghec ldmon\ drama brings to life
passion and the presence
bgavc birth to Dunbar's and
re's eloquence.
\lore than simply presenting
s however, "Oak and Ivy"
~ res process and principle.
'her work, the playwright
'lp,:,a powerful Dunbar behind
"'n mask.
This visionary man is poised
'!lcally between the haunting
!hing of the minstrel, and the
ltt of the artist who wants to
ply be unbound by the
~types which force him to be
tcgro. In hi s poetry and
:icnce, Dunbar wrestles with
~constraints and expectations
nee prejudice from bot~ the
It and black community.

Blooming below Dunbar 's
majestic oak. Alice's own sense
or identity lies delicately like ivy.
At times coiling itself lovingly
around her husband, she is
content to support his craft. But
her writing patiently waits for it's
chance to reach up into the
heavens and feel it ·s own leaves
blowing in the wind. Alice
simply ask each of us, "why must
the dreams or women be so
different than those of the men
they love?"
As an actor and director,
theater arts department Chairman
Al Freeman Jr. bring1, years of
television, film and stage
experience to this production.
The production's innovative
blocking juxtaposes many of the
character's opposing wills and
voices directly across from one
another. The staging places lhe
audience inside of the characters'
dilemmas, while effectively
maintnining a very quick pace.
Freeman's direction is soundly
anchored in the performances of
Antonio Char ity and Stephanie
Mello in the lead roles of Paul
Lawrence Dunbar and Alice Ruth
Moore. Charity's Dunbar
displays great depth in it's
balance between the jovial down
home Dunbar and the polished
refined continental laureate
Mello ·s presence dances

gracefully across the stage. She is
well poised and exciting to watch.
With a simple smile, she adds a
pouting beauty to a woman who
is as self-defined by her intellect
as she is by her independence.
Senior acting major Paris
Davis, makes a convincing debut
in "Oak and Ivy.'' The Columbia
College transfer plays the role of
"Ma Dunbar" in a voice that is as
old as Dunbar's pain. Also
notable arc Ooncrick Rainy and
Alexandria Boone. Rounding out
the cast, underclassmen Derrick
Sanders, Traci N. Thomas and
Reginald Ne lson ensure a
promising future for Howard
theater.
"Oak and Ivy" takes on many
difficult challenges that shape our
visions of African-Americans as
humans and as living human
lives. This production hand les the
challenges beautifu lly, and once
again s howcases the Howard
talent which the rest of the world
will have to look forward to
calling stars.
"Oa k and Ivy" will run unti l
Feb. 26 at the College of Fine
Arts Environmental T hea ter
Space, 6th and Fairmon t Sis.,
N. W. For information ca ll the
Co llege or Fine Arts at (202)
806-7050.
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LEAD

Call your friendly

LEADERSHIP EDUCJ\TION /\ND DEVELOPMENT PROGRJ\t-1
IIOWARO UNIVERSITY

Department of Political Sc ience

neighborhood advertising Manager

Presents: Workshop: V

at the
Hilltop (202) 806-6868
.

Special Guest:
11

District of Columbia
Councilmember William Lightfoot
lloward University
Blackburn Center Forum
Monday, February 28, 1994
6:00 - l>:00 P.M.
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DEVEi.OPING TOMORROW'S l.EJ\DERS

Prestdent·s Day

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 1994
An Elduslve Music Industry Affair
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VIP LOUNGE (UPSTAIRS!
WITH FREE BUFFET
CASH BAR
FASHIOIUUILE ATTIRE REO'D.
TICKETS $7.00 IN ADVANCE

(202) SSl-0150
~~} PITCHERS

FOR .. FORMATION:
77J..9JZI/Z~
JOl-t07+4H

s,_u"

Sl"ONSOR■D ■YI

Ir»•••

LADIES 18+/GUYS 21+
■ - D- R E Q U I R E D

.1~d

For more information about the P.L.C. Aviation
Gro~nd Officer
Program for Freshmen through Seniors, sec Captain Pete Keating at the
bottom floor of the Blackbum University C!'ntl'r on February 21, 1994 from
· 10:00 a.m.. 2:00 p.m., or call collect (301)436-2006/07/08.
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Volunteer in
Latin:America

. ...... , . ......

°l

•< -

A Simple Formula, But One That Makes A Difference
Invest in your future career
by working as a community
health volunteer in Latin
America. Develop leadership,
organizational and crosscultural communication skills
while focusing on public

Shampoo Blowdry & Curl S20.00

T-ups 835.00
Manicure SI0.00

Jo s e p h ' s
Hair &
N ail
2620 G e o r g i a Ave.,
(202)319-7086

S n I o n

N W.

Hrs. IH-Snc , 9nm - 9pm

New Salon Across from Howard

health and environmental
projects. College credit and
scholarships are available. Write
or call today for this life cnhanc·
ing opportunity.
Application deadline is March 1.

-7'~

1-800-231-7796

Amigos de las Ame,icas
5618 Star Lane
Houston, TX 77057
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· Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?
Now you can have two of the most recognized and
accepted credit cards In the =rld ...vrsae and Masterean:te
credit can:ls. .."ln your name." EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!

VtSAe and MasterCard& the credit cards you
deserve and need fol'- lD--BOOKS-DEPARTMENT
-.,;:---,.
STORES-TUITION- ENTERTAINMENTEMERGEl'CY CASH-TICKETS-RESTAURANTSHOTELS-MOTELS-C.AS-{;AR RENTALSREPAlRS-AND TO BUIW YOUR CREDIT RATING!
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An Exclusive Music Industry Affa~

Howard University Division of Student Affairs
Office of Residence Life
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Qualifications: Undergraduate-Sophomore, Junior, Senior-2.5 (GPA) average.
Residence Hall occupant for a minimum of one academic year, a record of active
participation and positive leadership in hall programs and activities.
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VIP LOUNGE (UPSTAJRSI
WITH FREE BUFFET

Responsibilities: R. A. s work under the supervision of Residence Hall Counselors,
work a minimum of ten (10) hours per week, assist with hall openings and closings,
work with 40 to 60 students occupying a corridor, assist with hall programs and
activities, attend all meetings called by the Counselors, assist with administrative
responsibilities.
Employment: Is for one year and includes a taxable stipend of $750.00, paid in
monthly installments plus free room rent for the academic year. Reappointment for
a second year is possible, but requires a new application.

ca lie

CASH BAR
FASHIONABLE ATTIRE REO'D.
TICKETS $7 .00 IN ADVANCE
FOR INFORMATION:
773-9321/ZZ, 5 16-09571&301-907-649'
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15 MINUTES FROM THE WHITE HOUSE

We Need
Good People Interested in Self
Development
~ - - - - - ~ ~ and Helping
--..,_,__.
Others

To prcpan: you for in<rcast.'<l m;in.,gcml'nl r.•,rx,n ,h
in ., r.1pidly t·h.tnging bu"""" .:n,·ironnll'nt The Konod
College of BlL~inCl>S Admlnbtrallon• of The Americ.111
U niversity c>fTcr,,

By·
Hillt

innm .111, t: MU/\ progr.1m
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• MS dcgrt.'t."' in l~lxat1on and .tccountini;t
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• Jttl·nd full or pan riml---dJy or t:n:ning
• bc.•gin cou,..,.,, in fall or ,pnng
• applic-;1bon di:.idlme for fall 199 1 h June I

To qualify, you ·
• need ,a11,r.,uory GMAT score .ind itrJdepoim a,·cr.1j!t: for the la,, 60 hour,, of
.1catlemic work
• do 1101 nc.,:d prior work cxpcncn<c
1.,lthmtgh II i, rcc-om111t:nded)
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for tnfomuttoo c-all (202) 885-1913. fox (202) tl!l5-199l, or
matl the fom1 belo\\
Offlt-c of Gr:tduate Progr:im,
Kogod Collcitc of Uusint:'-' Administration

Secure application from
Residence Hall Office,
complete and submit to
the:

111<.• American l :nivcr.ity

·HOO Massachu .....11, A,cnuc
\\ashington, l>C 2001(>..8().I I
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I am inccrc,1t-d ,n lht: following gr.idu,uc hu"oc." field,
Account.mg
1.- finance
'J Ow.ines..\ Management
□ tntemacionJI Bu,1~"'
lnfonnation Sy,1ems
D M.irkcting
D Economic Development
D Real estate and
Management
Urban Devclopmenr
D Eotrepreocur>hlp and
D Tax.11ion (MS only)

Office of Residence Life
2401 4th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20059·
On or before February 18, 1994
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SPORTS
~ison win with new starting line-up
_,M.Lewls
s;S13ffWrlter
Mb-' ' for no\\. Butch Beard i~
d
11h1~ week. Beard's men·,
all team walked off the
.-11h the thrill of victor).
•i 1he Raulcr, of Floridn
Lni,crsit> 78-70. The win
, ,,n the heeb of an
Jl!l"inµ lo" to Bethunelate la,1 "eek. in a game
i,11/ 1hc Bison go nearly 10
mthe ,ccond half" i1hou1
i paint.
that poor showing in mind,
~;;cJ a new starting line-up,
ci"' of changing thing,. And
, tbCI did, as the Bison
~c the te,ty Rattler, and
td 10 9-11 overall, 6-5 in
\tid-1:a,tern
Athletic
jitrtffCC

'\\lien )OU struggle. and we
~en Mruggling. everything
to gh," ,aid Heard alter
,mgh1·,game '"But we did
,ruin~' Jo\\n the ,tretch that
prrn) g1,od for us "
,:\er, h\M U proved to be a
iC earl, in the game. jumping
a 17-ll lead. A basket b)
01c guard Phil Chenier
,:r.c Ranier run and ,tarted a
scoring blitz The Bison
...:,en unan\\,ercd poinh.
(3 lonp jumper b) lommy

Brown The three-pointer bv the coach added that it is not the type they'll play.'·
The second ha! f was all lioward,
junior guard.who was three of five of effort that
win a ball game
from three-point land. brought the come March... Maybe it will be although FAMU made it interesting
late in the game with a fine showing
Bison within four at 17-13.
,omething to build on."
The Bison shot rather well from
Beard offered words of praise for from senior center Joey McGrcar,
the three-point line at 50 percent. seldom-used guard Reggie who led the Rattlers with 17 points.
·• McG rear always plays well
Junior forward,-------,,,--- - - - - - = > Blackmon.
Scan lurlcy.
who started against us," Beard said.
'Rvo McGrear free throws with
who had a
his first game
6:29
left in the game, brought the
game-high 19
for lloward.
point,.
T
h
e Raulers within two at 61-59, but
connected on
sop homore that would be as close as FAMU
two
long
had ,even would get, as the Bison pulled away
d 1, I a n c c
points on the la1e in the halt.
The Burr Gymnasium crowd of
Jumpcr,
night,
but
Brown
was
stepped up nearly 2,000 were brought 10 their
second
in
dramatically. feet several times thanks in part to
scoring for the
with a 1hree- scmc slam dunks by Livingston.
Bi,on with 13
point jumper but the crowd livened up a little
points and a
that gave the more when Livingston, after
career-best IO
Bison a 38-35 pull ing in another dunk off of a
r c b o u n d s.
lead with a rebound, became entwi ned with
Other Bison
little over a FAMU's Kevin Colson. The two
minute left in fell 10 the floor and shoves were
scoring
in
1 the first half. exchanged. Both were assessed
double figure,
"I thought with technical fouls.
were junior
The men arc currently on a three
that Reggie
torwMd Art
,1epped up game road trip. Their next home
Crowder "ith
and played contest will be Thursday, when they
Ib point, and
well for 11,... host the Hornets of Delaware State
junior center
Beard said. Unive~ity. The Bison lost a tough
G r a d y
#14 Reggie Blackmon In action
"We
needed one-point game 10 the I lornets last
Livingston.
Monday night against FAMU.
that
from month in Dover. According to
who had 10
points and a game lugh 13 ,omcbody. lie gave us some nice Beard, every game from here on out
minute, and did some goo<l things is .. ultra. ultra-big.'"
rebounds.
"'If they play hard, they'll win
for
u,. I am now looking at the
"II was a good team effort all the
the
majority
of their games." Beard
situation
that
if
people
continue
to
way around," ,aid Beard of the
team's performance. llm,ever, the do goo<l and work hard in practice, said. "We have to learn to play a

,,ill

~dy Bison move into second
place in MEAC
.-.----.....,.r-..
======--:;-;-----......

"·" ti rl'. The ran, \\Cre there
ronanl, the\\ innin~ attitude
ud1 Ba""n wa, in lull ellcct •.1, the>
ewer the Ladv Rattler, by the
ol79-7-l earlier tli1, \\eek to mo,e
StCOnd place in the Mid-Eastern
Conference.
t that \\C played well," -.;1id head
Sm1,1 l) lcr ~in game, like thi,, the
1 ,cter of ~our 1eam really show,."
l night\ victor) could have been
t~< ·Annette Lee Show," as the
: wward ,cored a game-high 32
·:icluding 21 in the second half.
total wa, her best this ~ason.
pumped up l>cforc the game," Lee
came 1n w 1th the confidence that we
Ir
gtv win W, had g.me plan and
zutcd i1:·
litb the win. the Lady Bi,on ( 11-11
9-3 in the MEAC) moved into a tic
jmnlplacc in the MEAC with just four
conference games left on their
The Lady Ranler..ofl'AMU also
, ,.3 conference record. but arc 14-8
. ! The Lad) Bulldogs of South
•• State University sit atop the
·:nee with a 10-1 record.
• r .ind team members agree that all
• • g 2amc, .ire important. especially
\IF·\1 ' tournament Jes., than a
1...- \l,o. since the National
:e Athletic As-.ociation decided to
d the women's tournament next
ia to a field of 64 team,. for the fir..t
I

1-----

y

.;pl
8)

time in history the winner of the MEAC will
receive an automa1ic bid.
"I think 1hat we need every game to get
a jlood position in the tournament." Lee
,aid. "liopefullv. we"ll be able to win the
ME.AC."
Dclcnsively, the Lady Bison "ere on,
holding the Lady Rattlers to under .500
,hooting on the mght. By the end of the first
half. th:! Lady Bison had a 12 point 37-25
advantage over FAM U and never looked
bad.. Although the Lady Rattlers did pose
a comeback attempt late in the second half.
the Lady Bison. with the help of 13 points
by Lee in just seven minutes, did not let up.
"They rattled our cages, but we were able
to" ithstand them," 1ylcr said.
Freshman Denique Graves used her
dom inatin~ hei~ht to her advantage as she
collected ~O pomr.. and 13 rebounds. The
6 ·5 center dominated the smaller FAMU
frontline. scoring 14 points and colle~t\ng
nine first half rebounds much to the hkmg
of the crowd of a linle over 1,000.
'"I'm glad more people came out, but the
more people that show up. the more nervous
I get," Graves said.
.;
Tomorrow. the Lady Bison travel to
E Green~boro, N.C., where they'll face
~ the Lady ASgies of North Carolina
: A&T. They will also play South Carolina
,, ~ State on Monday. before returning home
~ next Thursday 10 host the lad) Hornets
of Delaware State.
]
'"There·s no love lost between us and
a. A&T." Tyler ,a id. "But. every game
Den lq ue Grave:.:s::(!!!!#~00~-·.,..)-u"'s~es::.,..h_e...
r 2h-e""lg-;h.,;.t■ti..o_h_e_r_;__;., counts.''
00

advantage at against her S.C. State opponents.

Indoor track teams find success at George
\lason, prepare for MEAC championships
lli!pa,1 Sunday, the Howard Umvcr~it y men
lil)nt(n\ indoor track team, traveled 10
• Mason University for the ~cond time
in10n for a meet intended to fine-tune the
br the upcoming Mid-Eastern Athletic
nee championship,.
The George Ma,on University Winter
·onal featured some of the areas top trnck
, Once again. the young lioward track
~ere very competitive collectively and
cd some impressive individual
according to head 1r,1ck coach
\foultric.
'i\ 1..cckcnd was a bright spot of our indoor
~-- \foultrie said .
Sc-.,rat Bison relay team, finished strong.
!la; the men\ 4 X 800-meter relay team of

~ce,.

Damion Rowe. Phil McKenzie. Joel Bounds
and Lric Campbell. The men finished with a time
of 7:52. The men·,.\ X 400 meter impro,cd on
their impressive previous mark by a few
hundreth, of a second. finishin~ ~cond with a

"This weekend was a
bright spot of our
indoor season."
Coach William Moultrie
time of 3: 18.18. On the women's side, the 4 X
400•meter rela) team finished with a time of
4:01.
In individual events, senior ll:rry Williamson.
a member of the men's team. took first in the

400•meter run with a time of 49.91 seconds.
Freshman Yameen Chestnut garnered a ,econcl
place finish in the men's 500-meter run. finishing
in I :04. Rowe. a freshman, had another
outstand ing race in the 800-meter run, finishing
third in I :58. Senior Shawn Bell finished first in
his event, the 200-meter sprint, with a 1ime of
22:44.
For the women, freshman long jumper
Sheena Ferguson placed fourth with a distance
of I9'2.25".
Moultrie said that his team is gaining
confidence and that he has high expectations of
them for the future.
"I expect them to be very competitive at the
MEAC championships," Moultrie said. At
Hilltop press time, the MEAC indoor track
championships were currently in progress.

For anyone interested in writing for the
Sports Section, there will be an
IMPORTANT meeting on
Tuesday, Feb. 22 at 5:30 p.m.
)
.)
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in The Hilltop Office.

•All current Sports writers need to attend!

Monica's Thoughts On...
Michael Jordan
Chicago is down b5' three to New York. The fans are restless.
The tension is in the air. In what promises to be a game to be
remembered. all eyes turn to Jordan. Yes, Michael Jordan. With the
game on the line. Jordan steps up to the plate. lie swings. It's going,
going. GONE! A grand-slam home run!! Chicago wins!!!
Wait a minute! Jordan docs what? I thought he was a
BASKETBALL star. Well, he was, but now he's allempting to
become, well, the Michael Jordan of baseball.
LaM week, the retired Bull inked a deal with the farm team of
the Chicago White So~, fulfilling a dream that he shared with his
la1c father James-to play baseball. Granied, Air Jordan (Or would
he be c,illed Base Jordan? llow ahout Ground-ball Jordan?) i, an
excellent athlete who could probably excel at any sport. but isn't this
the same man that ,aid he retired 10 spend more time with his family?
liold up. la.,t time I checked, the baseball sea.son lasted from March
lo late October. Unlike in the world of the NBA, baseball playc~ have
two or three-night game stands. so his Airness, would not be able
to go home after a game and soak his toes in the bathroom. (Did y'all
sec that picture"/ How cute.)
Another problem I foresee is the fact that, in the Grapefruit League.
player.. travel, not by USAir or Della Airlines. but by Peter Pan or
Greyhound. I'm talking bu, here, people. These guys in the minors
aren"t able to drive their Por~che, or Lamborghinis to the stadium.
Heck. half of them probably can"t ~-ven spell Lamborghini! I just can't
sec Jordan livinii the lifo of a regular tobacco chewing. crotch
grabbing h.,11 player!
In addition. Ron l'ra,cr, one ofha.seball's most respected amateur
coaches, ,aid that Jordan might be heller off sticking to his original
retirement plans-playing golf. Who has the right to try and carry
Michael Jordan'! Someone who really knows the game, that's who.
Maybe Jo.rdan was good when he was a youngster. but now at
age 30, what docs he have to prove? Jordan broke nearly every record
in the NBA. what"s next? Hillin~ 60 home run~ in a game? Coming
off the bench in the bottom ot the seventh to bring the team 10
, ictory?
I'm not trying to be sarcastic, hut I think Jordan shou ld ju.~1 stick
to retirement and spend more time with his wife. two sons and that
adorable baby girl. who won't be a baby for much longer. Jordan ha~
millions. he has his health, he hus a loving family and he still has a
life ahead of him.
I guess the man is really addicted 10 the high of competition. How
many people tr)' to "Be Like Mike.. and spend their lives caving into
addictions and not cherishin¥ what precious time they have with their
lo,cd one,'! Too many, nnd Id hate to sec Jordan do the same. Maybe
he'll be a ,uccc~s in baseball. Mavbc not. We'll all have 10 wait and
sec. Whatever happens. ,omeho,~ I hdieve that the "'Jordan Rules•·
will alwa)' reign supreme.
Oh by the way, to the person who I talked to in the office. I put
you in my "'thoughts." so what"s up?!'/

Black History
Month Sports
Quiz
Ok, ok, ok. So maybe the last two weeks have
been too easy. Well, try your luck this week! Do
you know your sports history?

1) This African-American is the only male to win a
college basketball championship in the L970's, NBA
championships in the l980's and an Olympic gold medal
in basketball in the 1990's. Name him.
2) In 1908, this male became the first African-American
to win lhe World Heavyweight championship in boxing.
Name him.
3) T his African-American has the second-highest victory
total among all NBA coaches, both active and inactive.
Name him and lhe team he currently coaches.
4) This African-American was the "Original _Slam
Dunks•er," winning the first Slam Dunk Contest m the
1970's. Name him.
5) This man was the quintessential pitcher of the Negro
Leagues. Unfortunately, he never got to become a Major
League star. Name him.
a:!ct1 1aq:>lCS (S !;i:>ucN
.CJJc, (i, :SlfA\CH c1u11nv aq1 'SD!}ll!M .<uu3'} (£ :uosuqof
)!:>Cf (Z !uosuqof "J!l111w,, u,,u113 (1 :,\3'}1 U'.ilMSNV

Male te . . . _is
pl·a yers needed! ·
All interested
should contact
HeadCoach ·
La--- . Strickland
at 806-7162
tQday!!!
...

:

TEACH FOR AMERIC

Practical Exam

People think

As a student, you are used to studying and being tested. When you have
prepared for the test, you have the lmowledge and the confidence to do more
than just "get by." When you are truly prepared for a challenge you !mow it.
As a Military Policeman in the District of Columbia Army National Guard,
you11 train to meet and surpass challenge. Whether you are on patrol in a
residential area or securing weapons and supplies in a combat area, one thing
is certain. This kind of training and leadership experience can give you what it
takes to protect and serve our nation's capital. That brand of experience
brings the confidence to pass whatever test you may face.
There are other benefits you11 receive besides leadership qualities. As a
"Capital Guardian" you may qualify for over $20,000 in tuition assistance and
salary over your six-year enlistment. For a few days a month and a few weeks
a year, you can get your college degree and a few things that you won't find in
a textbook. Be ready for your next e.wn.

I

DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA

there nrt' limits to whnt we cnn
do, that it's out ofour rt'ach to
really change the w11y 1hi11gs are.

I feel 1here is 110 limit 10 what
cdn

I11e

do- it 011/y depends 011

ho11• 11111ch 1f()11rsel11es we

wnnt

Call your local DC Anny
National Guard recruiter
today at 202-433-5142 or 5143.
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rt1Krtd Americans AtTheir Best

your c;1rccr office for .1ppl ica1ions.
If none are available, please call

1-800/832-1230 ext. I 20.
II P'°' u,mrkh:J ••rplk.-lllOU ¥w.l\ l"kl'\IIIUfh"l1 h)'
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"I really
can't define
irony, but I
know it whe·
I see it."
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LOVE IN THE ·90;
DIE IT EVERY TIME YOU MAKE ALONS DISTANCECOLLECTCALL.
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Attention All

B9

If ya'II don't know who the
candidates are
Ya Better Ask Somebody...
or attend the

Final Speak Out
Howard University Students
for the position of HUSA
President, Vice-President,
Graduate or Undergraduate Trustee
Tuesday, February 22, 1994
Cramton Auditorium 6:30 p.m.

February 23, 1994
9:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m.

Make a date to vote!!!
Wednesday, February 23, 1994 Burr Gymnasium
9 a.m. - 10 p.m.

Note: If anyone is interested in being a poll worker (paid)
contact the Elections Office at: 806-4510 or 5932 or
come by room 116
Blackburn.

Burr Gymnasium
(for all schools except
Law and Divinity)

BUY ONE
SECOND 1/2 OFF!

e

The
Bikini

I
en
'

$5 off
coupon

MAKE A DATE AND VOTE!!!

~-===~==::!
t

; $12.00

•

~

Cl)

AMulticultural Alliance Project ♦ Minority Teacher Internship Program

AND UP

Sh op

lOOO's of One-Pieces & Bikinis
Push-ups, Thongs & Men's Suits

.l(REE%
1819 M.St. NW
331-8372

Flip-Flops
WIPURCHASE

73515thStNW

393-3533

HOWARD STUDENTS:
SOMETIME TODAY,

SALARIES

$7200-$23,000
Positions Include Academic Scholarships of S1,000 10 S2.SOO for Undergraduate and Graduate Students

SHOW YOUR BROTHERS
AND SISTERS ON CAMPUS

SOME LOVE
WITH A PAT ON THE BACK,
A COMPLIMENT,

ALL ACADEMIC MAJORS ENCOURAGED TO APPLY

our

IP PLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT CAREER CENTER

90~-

)t Multlcultural Alliance, a con sorti um of 120 elementary, high schools,
lillleges and universities, has a number pf teaching Internships avallable.
;'llrns will assistant teach at local Independent elemenfary and high schools.
,lachlng credentials are not required for Internship positions. This program was
...~ .~eloped to bring more people of color Into th e teaching profession.

~ . ..iriliiiihihiihliihiiiiMIHGiiiiiiMRiiiiiii►:!•@!iWii@!ihUJiM1H._

OR
A WORD OF ENCOURAGEMENT.
1

LET S SUPPORT EACH OTHER.

I

I

Febru~
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HILLTOPICS

:

All tnLLJ'OPICS ure due, paid in
full, the Monday before publication.
Announeements by campus organi,tlons fur meetings, seminars or non•
profit e,eots are free for 10 words or
less and $1 for c-·ery additional li,e
words. Campus announcements for
profit are charged as individuals.
Individuals ad>er1ising for the pur•
pose of annouodng a sen Ice, buying
or selling are charged $5 for the f,rst
20 words and $1 !Dr every additional
6ve words. Local companies are
charged $10 tor the first 20 words
and $2 for e,•ery li,e words there•
after. Personal ads are $2 for the first
10 words and $1 fur every additional
five words.
ANNOONCEMEN'I'
Volunteer mtems needed lo work
with Ju,enile ofknders for the state
attome)'s office of Montgomery
County, Contact Cliff Campbell
(301)217-7648.
C.011 presents Senate Hearing on
"Gangsta Rap: Wednesday. 'l/ 23 / 94,
IDam at Rm 226. Dirksen House
Office Building on Capitol Hill.
An art auction liiaturing Alroccntrlc art will be sponsored by Friends
or Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Xi
Omega Chapter Sun. Feb. 27, 1994
at the Xi Omega Center, 4411 14th
St., N.W. 2-6 p,m. Works by Lois
Jones, Halassie, Bearden and many
more will be featured. Donation: $5,
Master & Visa Cards accepted. Initial bids will begin 25-50% below
reail. All purchases are tax
deductible. Titsis auction will benefit
the 1994 Oebutante Cotillion and
Scholarship Fund. For additional
infom1ation, call Elizabeth Lyons at
(202) 726-2787.

ACADEMIC ExCELLENCE u<\V:
Featuring Workshops from Time Management 10 Stress Management.
Brunch and Lunch Included. GueM
Speaker: Eric Elliott. Sat. Feb. 19,
10am -3pm School of Engineering
Auditorium.
lbe Newest comics pu61tshed 65
FlaUine Comirs can now be found •
Pyramid Books and Karibu Boot.. at
PG Plaza.
Muslim liHday Jumah Pnl)ier
Every Friday in Blackbum Center,
1-2PM
P.O.
Muslim StudCnlS of H.U
WashBox4<»H.U
ington, DC 20059
202-2913790

AUted Health Students: 'liiere will
be a reception fi>r )OU to meet your

student council candidates on February 18th at 4:00 in Annex I, Room
124, Election inlormation will be disrussed.

Attenhon: Ali those Interested ,n
becoming imoh'ed in the communil),
The Black Dollar Days Committee
needs ,'Olunteers to help plnn for the
I 994 Black Dollar Days extrn,·aganza. For more info please call 865-

8047.

I HE MOS I GRAC IOOS t.AOli..S
OF ALPHA Cl IAP'll!R ALPHA
KAPPA ALPHA SORORffY. INC
PRESENTTIIE 1994 SPRING RUSH
ON MARCH I FROM 5.9 P.M AT
THE XI OMEGA CENTER -1411
14TH STREET N.\V. WASHINGTON.
D.C. PLEASE BRlNG A LETTER OF
INTEREST IN JOINING AKA
SORORITY INC. ArSll AN ilW:
!JAL TRANSCRIPT \VITTI nm
RAISED SEAL OF HOWARD UNI•
VERSITY TN A Sf.AI .Rn ENVELOPE. TIIIS INVl'D\TION IS
EXTENDED TO ONLY TO
HOWARD UNIVERSITY UNDERGRADUJ'J"E snJDENTS WHO ARE
NOT MEMBBRS OF ANY SORORI•
TY OR PAN HELLENIC ORGANI•
ZATION. IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, PLEASE CAU.. ANGELA
M. PARKS, GRADUl'JE ADVISOR
Kr (202) 484-1682.
0
lbe 01liu Beta Pi Engineenng Honor

Society is sponserlng u Dute-a-Thon
in celebration of Valentine's Weck.
being held In the Engineering Aud.
on H;,, Feb. 18, 199-1 at 7:00pm. Are
you game enough to come out and
plll)'? Questions 806-6630
FHday Fii6. 18th 4pm-l0pm
u,·e ~rfunnances by
De l;1 Soul, X-Cellencc, XL, NDG,
Persona,Umynd, Leaders oftbe new
$(hi, 1bny 11:IT)', Resident Alien,
Su~r6tar, James Howurd, Mic ProfessoG Diabolical Chef Word, 'Jrendz
of culture, Legion, DJ 0.Ron C, C.
Sharp, Jobn Doh, CrJnny Fox,
filmed as footage for the Mr. L<wermnn•••Movie 'trailer ZEI CLUB be
there. Also freestyle artist sbowcase·20 arti!l & more.
SKVotvE vil{(;INIA. hpcnence
your frccfall fantasy! Special Howard
U discount. For brochure and details.
Call (70J) 289-62S5 or (703) 942-8988
Aucnuon Arts & Sciences Students
All sophomore,, and juniors in the college of arllo and sciences who have not
compelled a scheme of gmduation
rcquircmems must officially declare
their major by doing a scheme. Delay
in comepleting the scheme may result
in a dela)' in oompleting )'Our registnl·
tion which begins on April 4, 1994.
Contact your advisor in the educational ad,·isory center, between 9 a.m. and
4 p.m. Monda}S through Fridays from
Feb. 21 through March 18. 1994.
Don t know the candidates runmng for
office? Then )'OU better ask somebody or oome 10 the final speakout,
Tuesday, fcbruaf)I 22. 1994 in Cramton
Auditorium ai 6:30 P.M.
Ali mternauonal Students m need of
financial assi5tance. apply for the
IIUSA lnt'I Scholarship. For more info.
leave a message lbr Marilyn or Regine.
Volunteers needed lor A.USA. Community Outreach Programs. For more
info. call 806-5572.
ROSA will sponsor the next Awake
Lecture on Feb. 22 at 5 p.m. in Blackburn Auditorium. Gue:,1 speaker:
Kwame Tore (Stokely Carmichael)
A.Us.A. needs volunteer< lor the
Environmental 'T'd,k Force. For more
info. call 806-5572.
A.USA. Environmental la<k Force
presents: Dr. Rosalee Greene of the
Environmental Prnttetion Agency.
''The Importance of Recycling." February 22 at I:30 p.m. in Blackburn
Center.
\\ednesday, Februa') 23, Burr
Gym!
\ou are umtcd to attend Noonday
Prn,er nery Wednesday and Friday
from 12:00 noon to 1:00 p.m., at
Andrew Rankin Chapel. Come and
eajoy the presence of Jesus Christ!
Don t lorget Commun11y Beauiiftcation Day Information seession. Feb. 20.
3:00pm.
Environmental lhsk Force present:
"The Importance of Recycling." Feb,
22. ~ m • Media Room.
.\l'n Cultural N15hlon lbur.
Coming Soon. l'Ml C,11 (202) 6o7•
9508.
,\I ll!N liON ALL wOMAN I 0
WOMAN VOLUNTEERS: PLLEASE
TURN IN SPONSORSHIP PACl(ETS
ASAP!
wanna go to Day1ona tor Spring
Break? Call (202) 66709508. For more
info. call 202--067-9508.
ROSA needs ,olunteers lor Environmental Tusk Force for more infor. Con•
tact Tum at 086-5572.
\uentton All Cal1forn1an,: lhere will
be a (".ah Club Meeting on Tuesday,
~ebruary 15 in the Blackburn Forum at
5.00p.m.
Support the Nauonal Assoc1auon lor
lhc Advancement of Colort:d People.
FMI, Call 202-o67-9508
l·or those oommned to oommunity
service, Cro<»e Phi Groo,., S.F.l will
hold its pre-smoker on Salurday. Feb,
19, 1994, in the auditorium ofth
Undergiaduale Library at 1:00 pm, All

Unlintited
Possibilities
Why d~s a carur with
Chubb offer 1,1nlimlted
l)OSSibltltles1

Opportunities exist In the
Underwriting, Oper•
11tlons, Calms. and
Loss Control Training
Programs, whlth offer
the kind of recognition

It mHns a ch1nce to be
a valued member of an

il.nd rew;irds thar sold
careers are bullt on.
Students Yoith ltcond
languaige skills aire
encour1.ged to apply.

International leader wtth

more th.m 10,000
tmploveu In 77 orfiets
throughout the world

Suftlmer Internship
opportunities also

The Chubb Corl)O<ation
Is the 22nd largest
diversified ftnanclal

avallablt.
Conti.ct Chubb .. tht
posslbil,tles are endless.
For lnf0ffl'l1.Uon about
carter oppartunlties with

«ganlzatlon In the U.S.•
with total asseu valued

at S18 blllion,

where Yo<J11 be

Chubb. see your place•
ment office and sdledule
an a,ppointmtnt to meet
us In person ...

comprised of the best

On<ampus lntel'\flews:

It's an environment
challenged to excel...
with a proftsslonal staff
and brightest In the

Wednesday,
February 23rd,
1994

Industry,

We seek 5tudenu from

all majors, with strong
t1cademlc t1chlevtments,
sound analy1.lal
abllltles and the
molivatJon to excel.

Or cont.tel our College
RKrvUer at: Chubb & Son
Inc., 1133 Connecticut
AvtnutN.W.,

Washington,

CHUBB
Group of Insurance Companies
An [qu,11 Oppott11n1ty tmploytr Mf(/0/V

o,c, 20036.

interested men arc welcome.
Japnnese dasses will be held 2119194
Rm. 417 School of Bus., 12-2pm,
Sponsored by th International Business Society
nie Real mack l'hmg For '11iose
Who Wanl Tu Understand. Groove
Phi GrOO\'C S.F.l wiU be holding its presmoker on Saturday. February 19. 1994
al 1:00 p.m, All interested intn arc w,:(.
corned 10 attend.
WANNA MAKE A 4.0!!'1!! Come m
Academic Excellence Day. Sal .. Feb.
19 IOam -3pm. School of Engineering
Auditorium,
Al I EN i ION: Communuy Benuhca1ion Meeting. February 20. HUSA
office 3pm.
BOSA: Support food & Clothing
Drive. Boxes in local Dorms.
l'lie Ladies 01Alpha Chapter Dehn
Sigma Theta Sororit); Inc. prcscnl
• HEAD UP CUZ WE DROPPlN
SOME .•. • SUNDAY FBRUARY 20,
1994 @ The Chamber of Sound a,k,a
The Zoo S 5 10 party • Drink Specinls
Isl@@ Men Free.
Children's Hostpual needs volunteers.
Call BUSA Community Outreach
Office.
Menior lutor's Needed. Weekdays 3Spm. HUSA C.O.P 806-5570
Auenuon: Support Recycling Dm,:.
Call IIUSA Office for details. 8065570.
Communuy Outreach tbluntccrs:
Sign up in HUSA office-Blackburn
Center.
Do you want Hip-Hop, Club, Soul,
and R & B? Entenainment Industry
Happy Hour tE1 Club, Feb. 18, 4:00
p.m. to 10:00 p.m. Be 1hcrc. Shuttle
service available.
Spanish Club Meettng. February 23rd,
4:00. Rm 336 Locke Hall.
l6as1ms1ers has moved 10 142 Blackburn. Thurs. 6 pm, For more inlb. Call
328-3109
Speak Out HJ. Sunday. February 2o,
I994, al Meridian Hill Hall at 6:30,
lhe 1994 V,bmen to \¼imen Conlerenc.: is coming! Look lbr more info.
'1oos1ma,1ers ha., mo11cd to OGL Leelure Room, Thursda)\ 6:00 p.m. For
more inlb. call (202) 328-3109.
Howard Gospel dioir Z:.th Year
Reunion. Saturda); April 16, 1994.
7:30 p.m. Cramton Audi1orium, 6th &
Fairmont StrceLs, NW, Washington,
DC. Fo further informalion contact
William Brawner at (202) 462-3655 or
Jeffrey Waddy at (301) 593•1704.
lhe 81«>n Chapter ol GIOO\,: Pfu
Groove S.F.I will be holding its pre•
smoker on S;iturday, kbruary 19, 1994
1n th Undergraduate Library Auditorium at I:00 P\1. All interested men are
welcome to attend.
Callmg au broodcasiers interested m
working fi>r a news program al WHBC
on Sunday,,. Call Tolci at 884-1105.
Wanted for Pii6bcatton: Research
ar1icle5: mm/book reviews; critique:,;
content analysis; and any other t)'J)C of
crcJtive wriling. Must be Radio-TV.
Film maJOr. Deadline is February 25,
1994. 01111.1mmv at 884-1832.
Ca.sting t) males, 7 female,,, and 1
young.,tcr for short film; "The Good
Book." Send resume and/or head shot
tQ: Ebu,ua Produc1ions, c/o Stan
Kang, 301 N. Jackson, Arlington, VA
22201. For crew work or more infi>
call George at (703) 934-3841.
Power lor LiVtng ln1eractl\,: Bible
S1udy and Fellowship every Tuesday al
6:00 p.m. Sponsored by the Axusa
Campus Ministries/ Church of God in
Chrbt. The lire )Ct burns ...
!!Management Ma1ors wanted!!! 16
be tr•ined to mnnage black owned
beau1y and barber suppl) store. Call
today if you have retail CJ<periencc.
Ask for Cynthia ~hington, (202)
667-0039. Sales people needed al.so k>r
Salon Project, must bn"c a car.
Howard Unh'ers1iy's Spec,di and
Hearing Clinic, located in the School
of Communica1ion, on the corner of
Bryana & 4th Streets, offers FREE
spc:«h and hearing 1c,,1ing lbr all validated BU siudent,. Coniact Thmi
W!Jli,1ms at (202) 806-4041\ for more
information.
All Howard Pods interested in showcasing their talen1 in lhis year's Poetry
Reading E•trnvaganza, Please submit
your name and a sample of )'Our work
to lhe UGSA office, Blackburn Center,
Room 110 by Feb. II, 1994.
Aitenhon ail MtUors: lhere will Ge
an AIESEC meeling on Wednesday.
February 23rd at 6:30 in th School of
Busines< Studen1 Lounge.
Coming Soon:
199,I H.U. Tulent Sho,.case.
All interested contestants
& \'Olunteers must attend m«!i!tiog.
Tuesday, ~bruary 15,1994,
6:00p.m.
Library Leclure Room
Music Student needed to wrne lead
sheeL< using Midi and Music oototion
software. Must have a keen ear lbr
melody and chord construction. Paid
per song or per hour. Call Mr. Dawson
al (202) 882-1447.

RAMADRAN IS RERE
The Muslim Student, of Howard Univ
cr;ity invite the members of the communily to lhe lftar Dinners.
Dates:Friday. February 11, 1994
Friday. February 18, 1994
Friday, February 25, 1994
Friday. March 4, 1994
Friday. March 11. 1994
Time: 5:30pm

Location: Blnckburn Center

110WAltD GOSPEL CAOIR
25TH YEAR REUNION
Snturday, April 16, 1994
7:30p.m.
Cramton Auditorium
6th
& Fnirmonl Street, N, \V.
Wa,hing1on, D.C
For
Further Information:
(202) 462-3655-William Brawer
(30 I) 593-17M-Jcffory Waddy
Attention: Ali those Interested m
becoming lmoh'ed in the communit)C
The Black Dollar Days Committee
needs ,'Olunteers to help plan for the
1994 Black Dollar Days extrnvaganza. For more info please call 865·
8047.
IIOWARD S'I ODEN'l'S tnteresled m
caodidl) dlscus.~lng issues regarding
DP.AT/I and DYLVG for u Graduate
Study, Plea5e call Je,.el at (202) 8841463.
SERVICES
Speed Readmg Couru. 0lhple your
speed and comprehen5ion in 6 ",:eks.
No cost. 2400 I61h S1. NW. Call 2340840 for more info.
Chocolate Sing]es-N V 0s # I
En1ertainers--comes 10 DC!
What:
Ski nip to the Poconos
When: Feb. 25-27
Cos1:
$219-$249 (everything
included)
Call:
(202) 310-1766.

'!Xx PREPXRXl'ION- Pcrsonah2ed
profes.sional and reliable service. Stu•
dent and senior citizen discounts, CaU
now belbrc the RUSH. Quick Tux.
(202) 462-5106.
vCRSen,ce
Free Es1ima1es
All work guaranteed
Call John al (202) 882-2845 or (202)
234-084().

Need a vacauon'J! Stressed out form
School?! Kis> t ~ blues good-b)e
with an end of the year trip to Jamaica.
Only $550.00 for I week of fun in lhe
sun! Airfare nnd hotel accomadations
included! "Come 10 Jamaica" is sponoortd by the American Society or
Mechanical Engmec" For more informauon call (202) 667-2086.

HELP\\iANIED
Afncan-Amencan "'Omen (18 and <:N
er) are needed for a study of discoloration of the skin (dark spots) on
face/forearms. This test will oompare
the effectivenc,;., of two fade cremes
cuttently in use. Participants will be
evaluated by a boord certified dermalologist and will be paid for participat·
ing. Please call (202) 857--0383 lbr further de1.1ils.
Alncan-Amenarn %men ( 18 and
O\'Cr) are needed lbr a study of the
effcai,,:nes,, of a facial moisturizer in
allevialing dry skin. Participants will
be evaluated by a board certified dermatologht and will be paid for participa1ing. Please: call (202) !!57--0383 i>r
futher detail,.
Ofitce worker needed lor the New
Amsterdam Apartmenls. Must be able
10 cffecti,cli collect rent due. Please
call today al (202) 265-5359. A,k for
Cynthia Washington. Mu,1 be able 10
"ork mornmi:s unlil the afternoon.

PROJECl'ON DEMILlWllZATION AND DEMOCRACY Media
Assistant. Full Time. Du1ic5: Correspond with reporter, editors 1111d producer.,. Wrile and distribute press
rclea.se<. Prnmole weekly radio show
'"Unconventional \Visdom". Assist in
general admini,1ra1i,'C and fund-raising
1a,ks. No e,perknce nCCC"3r). Pcl"iOn,
with i>reign policy and JOurnali;m
cxpcnencc encourngeu 10 apply Deadline: February 24. Sahuy: 20K->OK
depending on C><pericnce. Send resume
and cover letter 10 Caroll Ltt, Project
on Demilitarization and Dtmocrac)'
1601 Connecticut A,·enue, NW Suite
#302. W1W1inglon O.C. 20009
P/1' mystery shoppers needed to
e,nluote retail clients. O«asional
work. $6/hr + .25/mile. Good writing
+ observational skills. Must be o,·er
21. Semi hand'\trltten cn,·ersheet to:
CP, 213 W. Rhcr R011d, Hook.sett,
New Hnmp,hire 03106-2628 Dept. Q
or fa>. 603-647-0900
lhe On-SIie ln.specuon Agency 1s
seeking person, interested in 1emporary
employment for the summer. For addi•
tional informniion/ application please
call (703) 742-4475 /4583
Jo6 Hur Friday, February 18, 1994,
2:00 pm• 8:00 pm. Saturd.ty. February
19, 1994 10:00 am• 2:00 pm, ¼riou., Position, Available lbr ~ 2(
Washioaton. WJ.,hington\ premiere
Harlxlr Crui,;c Linc. Engage in fun and
fulfilling work while cruising the
:;ccnic Potomac Rh,:r.
Available Posi1ions:
Perfonning Seners (Singing & dance
required. Call in advance for audition
schedule.)
Calley Assistants
Bartenders
Con=ionarl~
Cruise Directors
Box Office Personnel
Individual Reservationist
Croup Sales Rep.
Oeckllnnds
For informa1ion call 202-484-2320 ex.
632
Located on waierfronl at Pier 4, 6th
and Water Streets, S.W., Washington,
D.C. Metro accessible. 'Jake Green
Line to Waterfron1 Slop.
Congress1onol Quarterly, weekly

VERSITY
report has part-time openings for two
2 bedroom, fully furn,<J«
journali,m Students to work 1wo or
three days a week to do some lran,;crib• wall carp<!I, wa,her/dryc~ dat
secured enlry with inlercoat
Ing and typing, primarily Wed. Thurs.,
oondilioning, $825.00 plus
Fri. from I:OOpm and p0s'\ibly '°me
Available May I, I994 C,tljj
e,,:nings on those days, Pay $6 per
ell
at 703-914-3326
hour. This may not be every w,:ek and
'two bedrooms aviualilt
applicanLs musl be available on short
no1ice. C.ill Bonnie Forre,,t (202) 887ate occupancy located~
camp11s. Ibll) fumishtd
8524
ct,ilin,: funs e.ceUtnl
Important Notice: Exccp11onal
maure students.$ 275 &
Opportunity to earn money. Earn S3(X)
• $600 per week parHime. Earn $700 · month CaU (301) 3so.&51.
WAN i'ED: Ft'male to
$1200 per week full-1ime (comm.)
2 Br. apt. 1st month·s rttt111j
Conlact: Arnold M. Jolie-ct II • (202)
depoist required. 2 blocbllij
965-9132
Mnth tutor needed lor 4th grader near
MedicaVDtntal sdtool1, ~
conditlonln,::, ..nll to ..-11
campus. Must be hone:,t, reliable and
good security, f\Jmi<bed.
have tn1nsportation. Pay negotiable.
723-4646 anytime, mai~
(202) 232-2619 or (410) 720--0743.
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING . Earn up ately
10 $2000+/mo. on Cruise Ships or
Land:Jbur companie,. Summer & Full•
T'tme employment available. No exp
necessar)\ For info. Call 1-206-6340468 ext. C5302
Earn SSOO • $1000 weekly stulting
em'Clopes. For details• RUSH $1.00
with SASE to:
CROUP FIVE
57 Greentree Ori,.,, Suite 307
Do,.,r, OE 19901
ln1erna11onal markeung company is
looking for serious, entrepreneurialmincdcd studenllo to work in PR or
salc.s. Ua;e pa) plus benelits! Call I•
800-7~l.Dl!
Would )OU hke $1000 i'or lour hours
of)our time. Learn how to make
PERSONAISextra money. No selling/ Recorded
16 the SIP, ltapll) O.liii'5
inlbrmation, 24 hour hotline. (202)
tine's Da) ! How about !ltll\
686-47n
c.". 357.
er for a 881' B-Q/ Ftsb flf, II
Recepuonis1 Par1-11mc. 11ic Prudendon't forget tht Crttn\. Al6i
1ial Reali1y Group, a rwlional commercial real e,tate firm is <,eeking a bright,
'l}"anda
Fa1zah the E1ectncal En~ •
outgoing individual 10 share job
Happy Birthday! 21"..J. \11)111
responsibilities lbr our busy front dc,sk.
If )'OU are articulate, efficient and enjoy Wednesda) all of the aJhWCtStl
liulc question, will fall from Ill
people, we "ant to talk 10 you! This is
a part lime position with hours from
and grani )OU the divine~
8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m Monday.
you're so eari:erly awa11"'f: ;
16 X:h. Gu) Smalr:,. HIPPJ
Wednesday and Frid.1r EOEJM,FWV.
Please send )Our resume to: Prudential Son') I "un't be theroa,-\
Realty Group,...\\tn I, S, 1200 ►; i.i.,
· so "hen I ~l.thr lllj ,
is on me. Peace+ Lo,~ SltW
Suile 1000, V.'ashington, DC 20005 or
B.K.A Nortorious.
fax it 10 (202) 289--0282.
Sherm~ \\c have bttn fr@i
\vRI I ERS WAN I ED Ma1or him
production company seek:. new talent.
long time. With all of the~
,..c·w had about )OUr r e ~
Send us )Our sample screenplays .
(310)551-2060.
realized !hat "hat )OU llCCI!~
man. Show about dinner
lun,or Orban Mentor Piogiiim
lntern,hip: If )'OU arc in1erc<tcd in
Hap~ 21,11
helping. leaching and being a ment li>r
F18 me Com•~ Orodle.•
inner city kid< or recruiting other SIU•
Doug. AdJlso. Sean t \Im), I
~nt, ~n. Graham, \'lad.Iii!
denllo 10 become mcn1ors lbr inner cit)
(Stlf) ••• G,r persenerint
kids Call: Tom Briggs (102) 26509176
J.U.M.P Hours: Tuesday & ThuNla)
willing to go to tbt m•I i>rtrl
3:00 • 5:45 One Saturday m the month. other. Jou get my mMt hw1tt
thanks, •9,1 is the year to .W
FOR SALE
OISCOONI' FORN IIURE: Gvmg
dream\ a realit), Oh. Jtu..11111
Come to tbe meetin~!! \lw•l
room & Dining room seL<, Sofa beds
line• Flatbu.sb Nati,-e.
from S99.00; 'Jwin ~ $60.00; Full
$75.00; Des~ from $40.00; Dressers
.\nt\'Cd ot 1466: %u re;•
from $25.00; AL<O Tubles, Files, more.
1'rM· tl:.,t all ot H U !moo
)OU'll ,tOJI rumplammg 'I
Dcli,,:ry and Phone order., available.
Friendly Furni1urc Co. 301-699-1 nil.
Elocm of 1460
Pagers, Pagers, Pagers! Ali lmd<,
t\)OO<JI, U II JlC ,i.Jun ( D
dilkrcnt colors! Rent or Own• J'hrec
Opo tnt\aft ni w p.:a k
monlru. free! Call :?02-508-1460
Omo" tpe cnu kh II gootl'o
FOR REN I'
Ro nip3 awon orisirt tttka
Fa1nnont St. um££ (])fur'°· Su~bon. uun l1<>daroJ11
nished room;, i;; house 1/2 blocl- to
m<> nifc re ):!1111-an
campus. Eacb room has C8Jl)tt, alr
Sherm, Aci::oiiltng to aI· I ,.;
conditlontr, keyed locks. Dtn,
"Girl< Night Ouf' "out! F,,
Kitchen, washer/dr)tr. Utililies paid.
Ha,c Fun! But l=e : qi
H3PP) 11•1 ~\•UM\ '
Sucuril) de~it. Shen ll) appoint•
lcv:1 B.li:.,\ M1,-, \lo
ment. Call Mr,;. 1bhomas 301-4642931.
flarpv fiirtliJay l t., YI
2 rooms for renL SJo(l.00 largt,
Don I let your ai:e goto
Remember. I ,·ill Ir , o Jr•
$285.00 small. Utilities not included.
433 Elm St., NW. Furnished and
l..o>'I! Carmen.
heated. (202) 387-6023.
KARC\. RJRRGIUO6G
1460 Euclid St. NW. I-BR, S43o.oo.
YOU MY CRAND,IOTIID1
667-1067. 3228 Ulan Pl, NW 2-BR
RlNC (W/ HEARTS 4\ Olk
SS00.00-$700.00, 234-2M3 Landlord, MONDS) PLEAS£ iu,;u,td
(301)571-1998.
723-0763.
Northw~iJSh(1w. .! Bedroom. rcn0\'31·
Usilt Wllllam~.
mtant a lot. Lo,e, \1adiatlr
ed apartmcn1. ""'· yard, metro, con,,:nien1 10 Howard Un1,crs11y. $625.00 +
=rity '!lvrial (202) 462-5106
Nonhwcsifl°"aid On.,,:r.1ty 3 Bedroom townhouses, fireplace."'"• wash•
o: ·enc, ·1na y, ~
er'dr)c~ CAC. Basement, deck,
Oops! 211 Happy Birthd.i1'
park, $800.00 ·S 1100.00 + Security
lation, 1 Joy and Jen.
special. (202) 462-5106.
Attention: All 11.U Stu&ii'I
Liirge room S28o + E.lcc.,
a Date to \btc February :!J.
Wn,her/Dr)er, Dishwasher, free
Burr Gym!!!
lhc Hip llor Conlcrc:n,:oiii'
cable. 'Iluu (3) blocks from campus.
11th and Harvard. CaU 232-5177
again ... now we can see"b! ill
students came 10 H0\\11N...-,,i
after 6:00 p.m. Ask fur B1untt.
covered.
_..
females: Furnished rooms m house:
A1 to
girls ··UM !'Ill
wi1h modern kitchen, wn,her and dr)er.
I b nt,\m •• Ht re\ )OOf A~
den with cable color TV. Each room
)OU salishtd
ha, wall to wall carpet, air condition•
I hlitopper. sec)• 10011< lliili
in!l, w•lk-in closc:1. and a privalc phone
line. Three blocks from campus. Con- lhe hours (lf dcdlcauoo :inJ it!!'
Love your boss.
tact: Mr. Waddell at (202) 265-5359
WNDOMINIOM FOR REN 1:
LEDROIT PARK/HOWARD UNI-
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